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Editor’s Introduction

This volume is the thirteenth in a series of annual Samplers 
featuring the best prose, poetry, & artwork published by Scriptor Press 
in the previous year.

2011 witnessed a new uprising accross much of the globe 
against the concentrated wealth & power of the few, arrayed against the 
well-being & prosperity of the many. It might seem like the masters let 
the rabble have their fist-raising dance & shout, & then return to the 
usual positions of bolt & grease in the age-old machine of commerce 
& industry.

But maybe, conceptually speaking, neither evolution nor 
revolution, nor even business as usual, will win the day. Maybe something 
else is going on, & the beast at the heart of the world is far more enigmatic 
in its gait & intent.

I don’t pretend to know but neither do I think any other man 
or woman, tree or creature, does either.

Instead, by way of friendly gesture, I present for you the work 
herein—its many accounts of life’s struggles, defeats, & triumphs—as 
a way of saying: whatever comes beyond this world, here you are not 
alone, many others pitch forward each day, as do you, into the lesser & 
greater mysteries which help to flesh & bone our shared home.

Raymond Soulard, Jr.
Editor & Publisher

Scriptor Press New England

******
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                            Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Letter to President Barack Obama

October 23, 2011
Gourmet Express – my table

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear President Obama,

 This is the fifth in a series of letters I began writing to you back in 2008, 
when you were still running for your party’s nomination for the presidency. 
This is my third annual letter to you since you took office as the President. 
Each of these letters is both mailed to you & published in the pages of my 
literary journal, The Cenacle.
 Tonight, I took myself down to Dewey Square in Boston, near the 
Financial District, where Occupy Boston is encamped. I witnessed a General 
Assembly in action, donated some of my press’s volumes to the nice library 
there, & talked at length with some visitors from Occupy Wall Street.
 What I saw was a brave tent city of people, many young, some not, 
experimenting with a kind of ad hoc communal living, surrounded by great 
edifices where a very few keep accounts stockpiling a great deal of wealth.
 There were two things evident at Occupy Boston: the anger at the 
federal government for failing the many on behalf of the few, & the widespread 
hope that the Occupy Movement has returned to people’s lives.
 Many of these people last felt that hope during the 2008 campaign 
when you won the presidency. Those too were exciting times, rife with the 
feeling that we were kicking a criminal administration to the curb & ushering 
in a new one, & hopeful about the many more good things you would do on 
our behalf.
 Three years after your election, your 2008 voters are angry, many 
jobless, & they are camped in Dewey Square, on Wall Street, & in dozens of 
cities around the country. A movement you gave energy & impetus has long 
tired of waiting for you, & passed on ahead to try and do for the 99% what 
you have all but failed to do.
 That you perhaps staved off a depression in 2009, signed into law 
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modest healthcare reform, drew down troops in Iraq & Afghanistan, ended 
Don’t-Ask-Don’t-Tell in the military, & a few other acts—these sit as small 
islands of accomplishment in your great black sea of concessions & failures. 
Even now, there is fresh news that your administration is benefitting big banks 
while millions inherit the bill.
 Yet I have also noticed in recent months your more obvious frustration 
with & disdain for the partisan kneecapping of congressional business in 
Washington, D.C. Even with your somewhat bold American Jobs Act, you 
cannot get a simple floor vote in Congress because of partisan maneuvering.
 Maybe you have finally figured out that your best intentions are up 
against deeply entrenched bastards who will cede you the least social gains for 
the greatest cost, & are now already counting down the days to your second 
term’s finish. Your opponent next year will be a suited clown, & the election 
important only in how strong a Congress you are given back & what you will 
lose by redistricting.
 If we re-elect you, it will only be to avoid a Republican gaining the 
office & resuming George W. Bush’s destruction of the social safety net. It will 
not be like in 2008 when so many of us believed in you & what good you 
would do in office. No, it will be a return to the “lesser of two evils” voting 
strategy. Do you realize you’re devolving from the candidate of hope & change, 
the “Yes We Can!” candidate, to the lesser of two evils? Some in Dewey Square 
would not even cede that you are so much lesser.
 One way to understand the message the Occupy Movement is sending 
you is by considering the word “occupy.” A benign word, at least in some of 
its several definitions, it can imply simple space taking, passive dwelling. Not 
necessarily a word of fight or even resistance. More a word of right. Simple 
right. Each being on this planet, of any kind, even as it passes from one form 
to another, has a right to occupy—
 & in so saying, the purpose of Occupy is to realize fully that each 
of us here already does this, not at the discretion of a mortgage or a rental 
agreement, but as a truth. Each of us occupies this world. We belong to it, & it 
to each & every one of us. To all created entities. Those that would tend against 
this truth oppose their world itself. I can’t deduce it any more simply.
 If you indeed have renewed stomach for the fight ahead, knowing now 
better than you did in 2008, your task hereon is to wrack in word & deed against 
those who would deny some their right to occupy. Your early missteps, your 
slow realization of the scale & scope & seriousness of those who oppose you, 
might be forgotten by at least some who come to feel that you are maturing 
& seeing what the rest of us see: that these entrenched bastards will simply 
wait you out unless you ally yourself, like King & Kennedy before you, with 

Photos: Jeremy Kiler | Design: Kassandra Soulard
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                                           Ric Amante

Hooray for Stereo Mike! 

What is this strange realm we inhabit?
Fables within fables pirouette in a teardrop or groin,
and the folks you encounter each exact their own bright pain.

After freeing the prisoners at Dachau
they called him a liberator,
but he’ll never be able to liberate
the image of that man chewing
on an empty tomato can.

If the universe grants us such,
if the words and deeds we’ve launched thus far
are but a long preamble,
if the moonlight continues to baffle the darkness—
we may have another day,
another thirty years of adoration left.

He’s showing her his band-saw
out in his hand-built shed
where they’re fashioning a bird’s nest
of wood shavings and condoms.

It kicks in again—
the darling impermanence
and startling beauty
of old friends and snowflakes.

He takes a metaphysical hit
each time he lights out his back door.
Out here the earth and sky,
its imprint as real as love or war—
it’s all movie, lesson, dream.

***

as many millions of every kind & place as you can. You did this in 2008. It’s 
why you are in the White House.
 What faces you are the following questions: in a nation of laws, not 
a nation of men, whose laws shall we abide by? Those in the interest of some, 
most, or everyone? Laws are simply sentences with public authority backed 
by a combination of agreement & guns.
 Yet by laws—which exist, which do not, & how enforced, & on 
whom, & not on whom—, is nakedly revealed what a society (& especially 
its power-bearers) thinks of itself. They offer a moral temperature, & codify 
it for a time, till the temperature shifts, as it always does.
 The final question for you, to look to answer in your later years, is 
whether or not you settled for a small peace, a somewhat prosperity, or if you 
met the challenge to include all, as hard & dirty & stupid as this will seem to 
do at times, include all in gaining & asserting anew each’s right to occupy?
 I cannot but hope that you will try with all of your might, act like 
people not elections matter, & still realize, this far along, the potential we all 
felt you possessed three years ago. We can & will Occupy despite the bastards 
in D.C. & elsewhere. We would much rather you yourself found a collaborative 
place in our ranks.
 The time is now, my friend. There’s so much work to do.

Respectfully,

Raymond Soulard, Jr.
Scriptor Press New England
Scriptorpress.com

* * * * * *
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Sign Language

The banshee wail of a metal saw rips along a crumpled red fender in bay 8 
at “Today’s Collision.” It’s today’s collision of particles—sometimes smooth, 
like service, this metal on metal—rougher. A façade of 7 spry white doors 
followed by a box of sonic mayhem—ending in a corner wall of plate-glass 
office showcasing tall plants, blonde wood, soft lighting. Against plastered 
walls of burnt sienna hang framed color photos of gleaming cars. On glass-
topped waiting room tables leer glossy flotillas of celebrity magazines. And 
Ms. Nordquist, the receptionist, knows about make-up and attitude. It’s 
all central casting and faux elegance here, while behind cushioned walls an 
earplugged Vinny or Sal throws down blue and orange sparks. The contrast 
between the staged and antiseptic serenity of the reception area versus the 
elemental maelstrom of the workpit is stark and vast, but the greater paradox 
occurs at three in the morning when the streets are empty and silent and the 
stars overhead are their own benediction and the equanimity of the lone and 
drowsy passersby is shattered by the blood-red electric doom of three foot high 
letters jolting and jostling night-time reverie with the unwanted, forceful, and 
ominous message—“Today’s Collision.”     

***

Nocturnal Instruction

In a dream a skunk approaches,
milling about suspiciously, 
and I sense it could rear and spray in an instant,
so I kick out, get it to face me
and not turn away, and I keep the heat on,
not letting the skunk be unkind to me,
nor I harmful to it.
I don’t aim for its body,
just charge the air before it
with a presence that says,
“Look, buddy, I won’t violate your space,
so don’t even think of violating mine.”
Sometimes you’ve got to kick a little
to keep the varmints away.

***

The Funeral Thief

They’ve erased my name from the dryboard
straddling the cracks in the sidewalk
before Zeno’s Funeral Parlor.
My three day gig playing bouzouki
is up; anyone who was going to drop by did.
With tears and laughter the hearts of the mourners
were emptied, scoured, fortified.
I sang to them of death
as a large, old constellation of which
we know very little about.
I sang to them of death
as the dying into love and care of our aging bodies
while we spin on the roof of the planet.
I sang to them of death
as my fingers cut grids of tenderness
from gleaming metal strings.
I reached out to the departed scout
who was sharing the billing with me,
dedicating the gift and light of music
to the path he now travels upon.
And I thanked my brothers and sisters again and again
for the grace of our days, strength of our nights.
I drank deep of their clear and haggard eyes,
feeling the universe slowly widen.

***
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A Benediction

May your path become more vibrant,
and the prayers to enhance
your precision and grace
take hold with the morning light.
May your service refine and multiply,
and the smallest act in the hardest hour
brim with gratitude and peace.

Such are the blessings that crowd
the mind of a wayfarer,
such are the signs just revealed
in the swoop of a hawk,
the remembrance of a lover.

May the ache of being flood your senses,
and puffs of mild September air
metastasize in your bloodstream.
May your ego fracture and dissolve,
and the billion and one years locked in the rocks
be the clock that governs time.

And so go the days and the nights
and the worlds without name or endings,
so goes the work and the play
and the power of a vision to raise you. 

* * * * * *

The Brotherhood of the Squanicook    

I hadn’t fished since high school—
four decades and many trips ago.
Then Jake and I would hook hornpout,
sucker and eel out of the Shawsheen,
wrestle bull carp from the Merrimack.
Hornpout and sucker we’d throw back,
father and I fried and ate the eels,
carp sold for gefilte fish up on the hill.

Today we don’t fish those waters—
though forever they tincture our blood.
But today Squanicook trout just won’t be lured out,
so now we don’t fish at all—
just sit in the river on small green boulders,
water sweeping over our shoulders,
eternity’s plunge through the rapids
striking deep in our river-cooled bones.

Anything we could say about the eons before and after
this river this planet these life forms
would probably be true yet not vast enough.
So in silence, two brothers, we sit and rest,
awash in just impermanence.

***
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                                        Judih Haggai

dreams reveal
ancient connections
symbols speak

* * *

out of the lotus
soft pearl thoughts
hatch and arise

* * *

voices from Gaza
prayers and morning birds
music before dawn

* * *

bottom blues line
young bird takes solo
approach of Spring

* * *

daylight prods dream
another chance to dance
with the hummingbird

* * *

life buzz
baby birds at dawn
who can sleep?

* * *
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silence calls
peacock calls back
all is well

***

Canadian loon
brings messages from home
stillness of pond

***

optimism morn
with one sip, i shall prevail
fly begone

***

circles become spirals
there are no straight lines
i’m getting older

***

stop and listen
between songs in my head
quiet hush of daylight

***

arise thoughts
take chances
why not?

* * * * * *

birds this early morning
sing saturday song
uninterrupted

* * *

what now, peacock
false shrieks this morning
a dance of ego

* * *

again
peacocks and i
awakened by boom

* * *

after heavy trucks
crow feasts
on furry carcass

* * *

fallen stork
on the side of the road
refuses to die

* * *

two voices
wander the path
fly and sparrow

* * *
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                                        Jim Burke III

Editor’s Note: The following is the thirtieth in an ongoing series derived from the 
correspondence between Jim Burke III and myself, begun in 1992, and in the 

spirit of the more enthused letter-writing tradition of yesteryear.

On the Death Penalty

“The common themes that run through these cases—from global problems like poverty 
and racial issues, to criminal justice issues like eyewitness misidentification, overzealous 

police, prosecutors, and inept defense counsel—cannot be ignored . . .” 
—Innocenceproject.org

March 17, 2011
Hartford, Connecticut

Dear Ray,

 The death penalty has been on the books in this country since 1976, 
when the Supreme Court restored to the individual states the right to pose 
the ultimate punishment on its citizens. The pros and cons of this subject 
have been debated since it was restored. People that favor execution point 
out that it is a deterrent, society has a right for justice, and occasionally quote 
the Bible (i.e., “an eye for an eye”). Opponents, such as myself, refute these 
arguments rather easily. I will here counter proponents of the death penalty 
from a sociological perspective, including changes that have irrefutably and 
out of necessity occurred during the last half-century.1

 The first official-legal execution in this country was carried out 
and recorded in 1622. In England at that time, and throughout most of the 
seventeenth-century, the death penalty was reserved for 14 specific offenses—
the American colonies half that number. The disparity in the application of 
this punishment was evident from the outset. In 1682, Pennsylvania had the 
death penalty for only two offenses (murder and treason); other states followed 
suit while others refused, initially, to have it incorporated into their charters. 
I suppose, in retrospect, that our ancestors were driven, in truth, by more of 
the revenge motive, without giving the implications of this act any thought. 
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used today by myself and other death penalty opponents. The judges realized 
that subjectivity can never be removed completely from the deliberations from 
a jury and/or the judge deciding the sentence of an individual found guilty.

The prohibition of capital punishment ended in 1976 when the 
same Court reinstituted the death penalty. Only hanging (rare), firing squad, 
gas chamber, and electrocution were permitted. However, a lot of the electric 
chairs were running into prohibitive costs to maintain, and the gas chamber 
was considered too grisly, since on many occasions the condemned was able 
to survive for a brief period of time. Again, a new solution was needed and, 
in 1982, the first person in this country, Charles Brook, Jr., was put to death 
by lethal injection (in Texas, of course). Lethal injection is now the common 
practice by 34 states, and is considered both the most humane and cost-effective 
method. Several executions have been botched, some very badly, because 
medical ethics prohibit doctors, nurses, and professional health practitioners 
from taking any part in this procedure. (Also, at present, the fatal cocktail is 
getting hard to find.)

Alongside this new means of cheap executions, modern technology 
has developed the means to prevent some innocent people from being executed 
for crimes that they did not commit. DNA evidence proves innocence 
as a philosophical certainty. There have been 268 post-conviction DNA 
exonerations, including some on death row. I believe that one can safely and 
soundly surmise that, before the development of DNA testing, many innocent 
people were put to death for crimes they did not commit. This is the biggest 
reason I will never support the use of the death penalty.

As I see it, the underlying theme to this problem is that violence in 
our culture has become routine, at least from a sociological perspective. The 
only cross-cultural solution seems to be the death penalty. However, this can 
never be applied equally. Numerous studies have indicated that defendants 
with the most money avoid the death penalty because they have access to 
a private attorney, as opposed to the indigent who have to rely on public 
defenders (with less than adequate resources to thoroughly defend their clients). 
Throughout history there have been many instances where innocent people 
have been executed.

Finally, the death penalty is not, I repeat is not, a deterrent. The very 
fact that murders in this country occur on a daily basis proves that use of the 
death penalty is based on the revenge motive, and this also depends on the 
time and place of the crime and the trial. The execution of citizens by the 
states in this country is used to cover up the failure of our society as a whole to 
educate people equally and give all people an opportunity to better themselves. 
When hopelessness and despair set in, the recidivism rate of prisoners increases 

However, I am also sure from reports of crime during that period (from colonial 
archives) that everyone was much more dependent on each other to contribute 
in a meaningful way to the maintenance of life in colony towns and villages. 
Their solution to prevent the recurrence of relatively minor crimes was to 
humiliate the individual publicly (tying them to the stake or compelling short 
stays in the “gaol”).

The most noteworthy executions during this period were the Salem 
witch trials. The “trials” were actually nothing of the sort, with dozens of people 
found guilty through evidence produced by mass hysteria. It was much like a 
person being thrown into a river with a heavy stone tied to his neck. Ancient 
cultures considered the person innocent if he sank! Fortunately, burning at 
the stake was discontinued when men of authority and political influence 
realized that convicting people through non-physical evidence—that is to say, 
testimony induced through mass hysteria—was not reflective of the society 
that they were trying to establish. Our ancestors had left that type of society 
behind, in England.
 The death penalty continued to be used during the next two hundred 
years in this country, with very few people advocating its abolishment. It was 
not a popular position to take. Capital punishment, as we now call it, was 
reserved for murder, rape, armed robbery, and horse thievery. Quite often as 
well, the citizens of a town would band together to form a lynch mob in the 
guise of a deputized posse. The usual form of execution was hanging (also 
sometimes a bullet to the head, to ensure the victim was dead). Of course we 
will never know how many innocent victims were hung.
 Technology increased to the point where electricity was used daily and 
occasionally a worker was killed instantly from coming into contact with a 
live wire. People were becoming more aware of distant places, communication 
was expanding exponentially, and the general population was becoming more 
educated. Politicians were looking for a way to execute people without the mess; 
they had already made hangings an indoor event, and shootings were still used 
(although rarely). Finally, scientists hired by the government concluded that 
electrocution was a more humane form of execution because of the quickness 
with which the brain was turned to mush—less than a second, they calculated. 
The first execution by this method occurred in New York in 1890.2 For much 
of the next century, the issue would be debated pro and con.
 The Supreme Court abolished the death penalty in the United States 
in 1972 for a number of reasons, including that sentencing guidelines were 
written in a discriminatory manner, it was cruel and unusual punishment, and 
it violated the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.3 The justices voted �-4 
for abolishment, and the court’s majority opinion contained an insight still 
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                                            Joe Ciccone
One Prayer

In a dream of aunts and uncles
the arrangements were made;
first they took one, and then another.

Cigar smoke mushroomed from the stack
of a toy train, while I sat among stacks of carpets,
trying to say something intelligent about a song.

In the basement hung a gas mask, dangling for years 
from a warped pool cue, and stuffed into a pair 
of my father’s old metal cleats was the same bag of hairpins,
exactly the way they were left.

In a room of blankets their beds fell away.
Through the curtainless window
they moved God-ward like a slash-mark 
carving up a painting.

I set my life alongside the others,
like chattering teeth in a joke shop window,
or a row of heads nodding along a wooden booth.

They lived in days when people wore gold
and smoked indoors, boiled radiators for gas money,
and shot through the Pine Barrens
with flames bursting from their lakepipes.

Tonight my child tosses handfuls of chive
into the fire. 
To her being an artist is an excuse for everything,
all heart and thumbs, rooted deeply in something.

All prayers start with one great, last line,
but end up as apologies to the dead, 
who have their own problems.

***

correspondingly, from the upper to the middle to the lower socio-economic 
strata. Figures from the U.S. Department of Justice have confirmed this date 
as recently as 2009. The politicians in this country, as well as the Supreme 
Court, have become embarrassed and frustrated about their inability to stop 
the violence and so-called capital crimes. Their solution has been to put the 
convicted to death as cleanly as they think is possible, by lethal injection in 
most cases.

I hope I live to see the day when our culture will transcend revenge, 
and rise above hate. Peace and love for all humanity would enable us to realize 
our spiritual potential, which is God-like. John Lennon had it right after all. 
IMAGINE!

Footnotes
1 Much of the information presented here comes from The Innocence Project (http://www.
innocenceproject.org/) and, in turn, the U.S. Department of Justice.
2 The Governor of Kansas, Lyman U. Humphrey, and others in that state, were so appalled by the 
barbarism of this form of execution that it was vowed that Kansas would never use the electric chair. 
They would continue to use the trusted method of hanging the condemned.
3 The Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits cruel and unusual punishment. In a 19�8 
ruling (Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86), the court stated that cruel and unusual punishment “must draw 
its meaning from the evolving standards of decency that marks the progress of a maturing society.” The 
Fourteenth Amendment addresses, in part, the right to due process.

* * * * * *
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iii.

I dream of my father.
He looks at me.
We are the same age.
He tries to speak but can’t.
I try to speak but cry.
It goes on like this for a while.
I am trying not to wake up.
Then he motions with his index finger
as if to say
someday, Joe,
someday.

iv.

My surprising course
was been built of will,
unlikely as these hands,
built for working wrenches,
not the guitar—
for working steel,
not flesh.

v.

I can hear Telstar playing in a dusky field.
I ask the sky, “Is this perfect order or perfect chaos?”
Sighs the setting sun, “Ask my brother the moon
on his moonlit run.”

vi.

You, reader, are what exists between
these words, some chosen, some there before us.
I’ve moved mountains before, spoon by spoon.
Words—not so much.

***

All I Can Say (a series)

Prologue

I write because the past keeps happening.
Day after day I open and close,
settle old scores.
I forget old lines and remember new ones.
The memory of a poet
is persistent.

i.

Before this house some trees.
Before the trees just ground.
Before the ground a house.
You better have religion.

ii.

In my cellar there’s a church.
Beside the church are several door frames.
Beside the frames are the doors,
leaning stacked against the wall.
Light shines from beneath the doors
but not through the frames,
at night.
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Last Night

I was presented with the reality of God.
In the 11th hour I knew he was there—
The world rocked and rattled in my ears,
Everything screamed around me, my bed was boiling.
I was forced to confront Him,
And He was far less forgiving than advertised.

Something peeled my eyes open—
A horror of white light—
The bones of my father!

I made a plea for guidance and protection
While my priests ran to their quarters,
Sealing themselves up like dolls in their chests.
Who was to come but my neighbor Insanity—
I listened to his song.
I must keep mended the wall that divides us.

* * * * * *
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Mill Fire in Oswego, New York, 1835
George N. Barnard, Photographer

In the daguerreotype,
the mill is hell reaching to heaven,
the sins of war shrieking to the citizenry
in a kind of Technicolor.  A boat going by
has returned from—oh, who knows—a delivery
of hay bales or cotton. The rowers row, keep their
backs to the fire. They’re not thinking of Sherman or
his damned march. They are tired, thinking “home, bread, stew.”

***

Charoset
         
Rivka says he blushes all over,
his skin first stings her tongue
then strokes it with treacle.
Rivka holds my hand and says
His teeth nip at her lips and
Bring out blood drops.

Rivka brushes my hair. She says
His scent of rare spices makes her drunk
and has invaded her dreams.
 
She tells me she understands, finally,
Why her mother called sex
“the most complicated mitzvah.”

I am pensive, hand her my lavender
pomade, my matching combs. “I understand,”
I tell her, “he was with me once upon a time.”

***

         
         Martina Newberry___                           

Unfit Ghazal

Stroke the arm, the hand, the fingers opening like silk,
fingers lost in hair, arms flexing, unflexing like silk.

How young this makes us, how warm, pretty, smooth.
Only age understands this change, this stirring of silk.

We love the morning, the openness of ourselves to begin. 
There is strength in the sun, strength cool and holy as silk.

The mirror touts me as younger than I am, maybe . . .
my lover says I open to him as does a robe of blue silk.

The stranger on the bus stared and my throat ached
for a drink, a whisky and soda, smooth as silk.

I challenge you to live this life, as full on as you can,
without shame, without fear, put on an armor of silk.

Hear that sound?  It’s the world’s heart, pounding in your ears,
praying for your attention, praying for food, offering silk.

Along this dirt path, where glass and lizards glow,
A new berry bush is trying to prosper.  Its leaves are silk.

***
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                                        Charlie Beyer

A Travel To Belize
[journal]

 
 The emerald sea purrs its relentless surf against the blue sand beach. 
A lighthouse on a knoll beside sweeps the horizon. A delicious costal wind 
blows steady over us. Clouds of butterflies, yellow, iridescent blue, fill the air. 
Huge willowy pines play their tops in the breeze. The temperature is perfect. 
No mosquitoes. Little crabs shyly poke their heads from holes in the sand to 
see if we are still too close.
 A paradise. A rest from the insanity, the road, the sweat, and the 
cramped truck cab. Myself as driver, Kim mashed beside me, a cat carrier with 
the matron grumpy cat (Natts), the dog (Molley) squashed into the passenger 
floor well, and the little insane kitty (Ruby) wandering free range. Only the 
AC keeps us from total melt down, but the discomfort level is still close to 
maximum. Here, for a night on the beach, tent pitched on the soft sand, no 
other campers . . . 10 US bucks a night. Yeah . . . I could live here. The locals 
up by the road play their loud Caribbean music late into the night, but it’s 
tempered by the surf. Only the deeper conga comes through. We sleep the 
sleep of babies. Paradise.
 But the price has been dear to get here. Robbery and torture are tame 
descriptors. For now, these indignities escape my mind as the beautiful wind 
dries my sweat, our bedding, cleanses our souls.
 Kim is happy. A funky banyo with a shower from a pipe washes away 
her grimy misery. The dog runs a hundred miles per hour up and down the 
beach, the cats sprawl free a yard long in the tent. Delicate dreams for us in 
the heavenly air at last, here on the Emerald Coast.
 Why this place exists in the center of a thousand miles of barrio and 
corruption in either direction is incomprehensible. Too soon we must leave, 
return to the prison of the road, the terrifying unknown ahead. No other tourists 
are here along this 40-mile stretch of hotels, though all are icons of American 
paradise-myth. Pools and hammocks, camping or luxury if you want it, food 
of all kinds. A crystal ocean to swim in, sunrises and sets in Maxwell Parrish 
colors. But impossible to reach.
 In the days behind and ahead, the events were thick. This is the 
story.

* * *

Guerilla Whining

This poem is pounding on the door of your perceptions, groveling at the
knees of your conscience.
I offer you the precarious kiss of reality: 
the work of the homeless—to survive one more night,
the limiting nature of nuclear incident,
the criminality of our prejudices,
the arrogance of our wealth.

The monsters of commerce call to us and we respond,
choking on $12.9� wine and caraway crackers. 
The whites of the world’s eyes
are blushing with exhaustion.
Good people have calloused lips from sucking the blame
out of the tall, frosted glasses
held by congressmen and princes.

We want to be dauntless in an era that begs us to forget,
to ignore Iraq, Abu Grahib, New Orleans. 
The fragile white palm of a politician’s hand,
forever urging the bloody adventures onward,
waving as the world’s warring stride off to meet,
is the palm no one touches.  We only imagine it and still it pushes,
directs, encourages and waves “goodbye.”

Larry Levis says that “terror is a complete state of understanding.”  I get
that.  I agree with that.
Politics is a meaningless famine; it gives us
the necessary vocabulary to discuss our new myths.
It is compensatory collateral that makes of us
sheep children, floating in nameless liquid,
in clear glass jars on the shelves of fucking hell.
 

* * * * * *
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To the Border

 I am accidentally living the story of the film Mosquito Coast. 
Accidentally because of my disenfranchisement from the corporate capitalist 
paradigm. We tried to be good Amerikans, Kim and me, her harder than me, 
working as wage slaves, giving every dime to the mortgages and the money-
mongering banks. But they denied us life in this process. Life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness. Maybe the first in that we still eat and crap, but not the 
other two. So now, like Harrison Ford’s character Allie Fox, I despise every 
aspect of this American “culture.” We invent our way out of the maze and 
head for the rivers and lost temples of the Mosquito Coast. Like Allie Fox, we 
leave the dishes unwashed in the sink, the TV on the floor in the back room, 
dog crap on the rug—and walk out into a new beginning. We close the door 
unlocked at my shack in the desert in Idaho, books full on the shelves, canned 
food and peanut butter in the pantry, the bed unmade, an offering to the mice 
that will caretaker the place.  Flip the main power breaker, and drive away.
 A thousand details for escape: from buying gold to thrashing vet 
vaccinations. Finally our lives reside in the bed of a truck. The vehicle is 
crammed with every imaginable device to begin a new life in a new world, 
from a gas-powered refrigerator to an invented wind power machine. Finally 
the hour of departure arrives after multiple midnights of packing . . . down 
into the bowels of Utah we roll. Here the northern ice caps the mountains 
white, freezing us to the bone at night. The first kiss of winter in this northern 
world.
 Travel troubles come in threes, and we think at the time that they 
are large, though they now pale in comparison to events since. Running out 
of gas in the Zion rock cathedrals, the trailer breaking apart in Arizona, and 
a presumed cat escape in a desert KOA campground. The first is foiled by 
lucky gas fumes; the second rectified by hooking the truck and hover battery 
together, and welding the trailer frame with a coat hanger and a handful of 
bolts; and the cat is recovered at the last minute.
 While walking in the morning sun, we hear a huge cat fight eruption 
back in the direction of our tent where the two felines are confined. Then a 
dashing fur ball bolts by, through the fence, into the scrub-land beyond. For 
hours we search for Ruby, wandering amid saguaros, the Yucca, and stink 
weed, calling, calling, ever calling. The heat rises to its usual hundred. Still 
going up.  No cat to be found. We know Ruby will fry out there today, if not 
tomorrow. Kim’s heart is broken. Her spirit animal of unruly impish behavior 
has vanished, apparently clawed its way out of the tent in the fray with Natts, 
the older less interesting bitch. Kim steels her heart. “We must go on,” she 
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down, overgrown, in front of a mostly fallen shack. Think not. A little further, 
another. Down the road we see C.A.T.S. We pull in there—it is a huge dirt 
yard with junkyard cars all around the perimeter. A trailer has an open sign in 
the window, But the door is locked; no one is around. Back to the other place. 
A couple of shady-looking swarthies in the shade hover near a fancy car. Into 
that trailer/office. A few very rude Mexicans who don’t speak English and just 
want to get rid of us. We are to understand that Tuesday would be the soonest 
they will talk to us. Monday being Labor Day.
 Dejected and rejected back into the parking lot, a dapper swarthy 
comes over. “Habla ingles?” “Sí,” he says, and goes on to tell us how he’s been 
there for days, has to wait till Tuesday, and then a 72-hour computer search 
will commence to clear the title of his car. “Es nice carro, eh?” he says, obviously 
smuggling the stolen black 2010 BMW over to a drug lord. It must take less 
time to make the new title and cook the paperwork, but 72 hours is the official 
hoop to jump through. He is insistent that we will have to do this also.
 Back out onto the road. In a quarter mile we come to the gas station 
just before the Los Indios border crossing where we were before. How they 
cannot know about the custom brokers down the street is unfathomable. 
Knowing that the distance to the first Mexican town is too far away to reach 
before nightfall, we try it anyway. A toll to get out, across the Rio Grand, and 
into a nest of ridged machine gun sentries. An officer inspects us suspiciously. 
After a half-hour of broken communication: “No passer, no documtaros” (no 
passing, no documents). Back across the Rio to USA. Pay a toll to the bankers. 
We glean that there is no reason to keep us out of Mexico, except that we need 
all these various fucking permits. The main Matamoras crossing is open 24-
7 for documents. Resolved to attack again in the morning, it’s an expensive 
Motel 6 night—animals, cat box, and crap smuggled into the room.
 At dawn, we are at the other crossing. No tollbooth here, just seething 
Homeland Security. They fall on us like bears on a wrecked honey truck. 
After frisking and fiddling, they decide I’m running guns to the drug lords. 
We are led (truck, hover, and all) to a huge concrete building where we are 
told to wait off to the side, both cats in carriers, the dog confused on a leash, 
the humans chain smoking. They X-ray the whole truck and the hover with a 
massive machine. Eventually we are returned to the Yankee crossing post. Now 
they decide I’m delivering cash back to the drug lords. “How much do you 
have? Where is it? Let us see it.” We have the stuff stashed in a dozen places 
throughout the load. We don’t know how much we have. I tell them fifteen 
grand. Ten is the limit, unless paperwork is filled out to inform the bankers 
that someone is taking their money. We have to dig it all out. In the carb of 
the hover, under the battery, in cooking books, in physics text books, some in 

says. I tell her of the cat Doughnut that ran away at Niagara Falls in an infant 
family exodus, but it is not story time. Reluctantly, I begin to disassemble the 
tent. Under the folds of the bedding hides Ruby. Joy is returned. We push 
on.
 The American West is huge, taking us forever to reach El Paso. Though 
the previous days have seen drug lord gunfights in the streets, all is the usual 
quiet of USA Inc., everyone shops, drives pell-mell  for somewhere. Then 
Texas, as big as it boasts. 700 miles of near nothingness. We cross the Pecos. 
Now east of the Pecos. We are no longer in the West. Still �00 miles to the 
Mexican border.
 Arriving in Brownsville in the late afternoon on Friday, we find the 
Los Indios border crossing down an improbable road. Kim has called ahead 
from our previous world and discussed “transmigrantes”1 with a customs broker 
at place called C.A.T.S. (Central American Transmigrante Service).  Driving 
into the one lane road leading to the kiosks, we reconsider and turn around 
at the last second, back to a gas station. I ask in the mini-mart if there are 
any custom brokers nearby, but they know nothing of it, nor can understand 
me. I crap the dog in a field while Kim looks up phone numbers. She calls a 
place called Peters and Sons, and receives directions. Back onto the freeway 
to Brownsville, and out into an industrial area. Can’t find it. Call again. More 
instructions. More wandering in the fenced warehouse land. Call again, then it 
is finally located, their sign overgrown with bushes. It is a staging area for huge 
trucks. Wandering the loading docks, we find an office with many Mexicans 
who ignore us. Finally a fellow talks to us, says that they do not do this, we 
need this, we must wait 72 hours, and other bad news. He gives us directions to 
the transmigrantes street, apparently lined with those who provide this service. 
It is about impossible to back the trailer out—it jackknifed and the hover 
crushes one of the taillights. Out of there, we dig out the paperwork printed 
from the computer for C.A.T.S. Rainstorms have welded the stack into one 
brick of paper. The top page is peeled off and the runny ink phone number 
deciphered. I call.  
 “Transmigrantes,” a woman says. “Can I speak to Onhell?” Gibberish, 
gibberish. Sounds of speaking to someone else. Some rustling and bumping, 
then a dial tone. Call again, no answer. We resolve to follow the directions to 
the place.
 Weaving through Brownsville, we find the road paralleling the border. 
The 20-foot steel-barred fence stands off to our left, not looking so very hard 
to climb over. We are hot and irritated, confused, crammed. Natts is yowling, 
Molley is thrashing, Ruby keeps leaping between surfaces. On and on the 
country border road goes. Finally we see a transmigrantes sign, half fallen 
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animilotos. Soooorree.” What? Only two animals allowed to cross? We have 
three. Zoological Sophie’s Choice! Kim is now yelling at the proud official, 
thankfully in English that the zipper head can’t understand. I’m rolling the 
truck after the guide car to turn us around. Kim is in a horror. Back across the 
Rio to the Motel 6. Fourth crossing now. What to do with the Sophie’s Choice. 
Whack the cranky old one is the thought. I let her say it. She is depressed. 
We are exhausted from all day in the pig world. I suggest we check out the 
transmigrantes services anyway. What the hell. If they smooth the trail by one 
bump, it’s worth the price. We get to the main one, C.A.T.S., just before 3 p.m. 
when they close. In luck, we find Onhell, the fellow Kim previously talked to 
on the phone. He is leaving. It is quitting time. Come back tomorrow at 8:30 
and all will be taken care of. No problemo about the herd of animals. Just sent 
a lady over with five dogs yesterday. All paperwork will be fixed. Hot damn. 
We are happy now. All is saved. At the motel we order a $20 delivered pizza. 
Tomorrow we get into Mexico. The motel TV is all excited. A huge hurricane 
is approaching and will slam the coast exactly where we plan to stay the first 
night in La Pesca. 90 mph winds. This is going to get interesting.
 We arrive at C.A.T.S. at 8:30 and are directed to a slot at what appears 
thankfully to be the front of the line. Onhell soon appears from somewhere 
and gives us a variety of instructions. We produce a list of all our crap that is 
looked at with awe, or maybe disgust. Item by item we go through it, showing 
him this and then that. He records everything in Spanish on some forms, then 
disappears with our passports and titles. “Wait,” he says. In an hour, a runner 
comes back with the passports and titles. “Wait,” he says. I converse brokenly 
with another transmigrante who is heading to Guatemala. There are dozens 
of us travelers here, all apparently going to Guatemala. Some have big shabby 
trucks loaded to the limit with unknown cargo, tied redundantly under a tarp 
in thirty different ways. Most are small pickups with another in tow behind. 
Chevy Luv being the preferred truck. I see that all the hitches are of personal 
manufacture. These also are heaped fore and aft with the unknown, a few 
bicycles sticking out in places, some with used washing machines. I ask if we 
can join their convoy but no, no, and a subject change. He points out a small 
truck stuffed with washers, dryers, and the like. He says that the fellow who 
owns that was coming to meet it on a bus, but the bus was attacked by drug 
lord bandits. After gun point robbery of the passengers, the Federales showed 
up and a major fusillade began. The bandits using the bus as cover returned 
much automatic fire, resulting in a high-caliber response from the uniforms. 
The passengers had to lie on the floor as the windows and walls were blasted to 
shreds, some taking a few winging rounds, as was the case of the laundry cargo 
owner. Eventually the bandits made a break for it in their SUV, the machine 

the door, on and on. Finally there is a huge pile of cash in their kiosk. With 
relish they count and re-count it, jabbering in Spanish the whole time. Other 
uniforms rifle through all our crap, pulling apart one thing after another. I 
have two gold bars under the soles of my feet that I’ve failed to mention, along 
with another seven ounces stashed throughout the load. At one point they talk 
of shoes among themselves, this pair cost this, that . . . American talk. I sweat, 
but put on the face of an interview with Stalin. They are distracted by finding 
two Social Security cards of Kim’s. Is she going to sell one to the drug lords 
in Mexico? No, no, no. She’s been married four times and this is just residual. 
“Five times a charm!” They offer cheerily. Yeah, hell yeah. “But, hmmm . . 
. Señor, there is a major discrepancy. You said fifteen thousand and we only 
count 10,237 dollars. Where is the rest?” Fuck, I don’t know. Maybe that’s all 
I had. They apply their third grade education and consider that we couldn’t 
have spent more than a thousand getting down here from Idaho. Where is 
the rest? The Easter egg hunt through the truck resumes with vigor. After a 
spell, they are defeated. Nothing more shows up. I am lectured long about 
the dangers of Mexico. How I will be murdered and robbed, or maybe robbed 
and murdered. No night driving. This and that, wash behind my ears. After 
four hours we are released. All that just to get out of this land of liberty. Back 
across the Rio Grand into Mexico where it really gets weird.
 Oh yeah, pull over here. Officials everywhere but now all in Mexican 
gibberish. Qui carga this, nessito documetaro, permito, etc. etc. A cat makes a 
flying lung for the open window, but is snatched out of mid-air by my left 
hand. “El gato loco?” Whatever. What now? We take our passports in and get 
human permits and stamps. Now the vehicular confusion. A greasy pissed-off 
juvenile bureaucrat abstractedly is the gatekeeper. An insurance rat is hanging 
out and speaks some broken English. I am led to his office the size of a bed 
where he make copies for me for the enormous price of twenty bucks. Back 
to the punk. Eventually he enters everything into his computer, behind the 
bullet-proof glass, between stunning moves on his Black Ops action game. I am 
shoved over some blue paperwork. Into the pile. Back at the truck, I announce 
I am willing to pay the taxes. Though I had determined that taxes were to be 
paid at the concrete bunker a hundred feet in front of me, now it is no. “No 
paymento.” “OK, where?” A lot of jabbering between two of them. “No aqui! 
Quatro Puente. Calle Santa Domingo. TLC!” What the hell are they talking 
about? After a one-on-one Spanish-to-English-and-reverse gestating language 
session, I say “Los Indios?” “Sí. TLC. Quatro Puente.” OK. I get it. Fourth 
bridge crossing at Los Indios. Transmigrantes TLC. I ask, “Donde esta TLC?” 
No intelligible reply. The transmigrantes is repeated over and over. “Puente Los 
Indios.” Hmmmm. Been there. Then comes the kicker, “No permissimo dos 
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office?” I ask. A vague arm waving in the only direction available to us. On we 
go. In a hundred feet we come to a few farmer-looking types with their hands 
out. Fumigation. We give them money. They give us a sticker. Another fifty 
feet and stopped again where some crippled-looking guys spray the side of the 
truck with some light green fluid. One sprays, the other apparently supervises. 
Only one side is done, and we’re waved on.
 Waved into a large parking lot where a fast-talking kid, dressed rather 
shabbily, assaults us. He blasts at us loud and fast, but friendly, with ample 
arm waving. We only catch a few words, like immigration, casa, and permit. 
Kim engages him with many smiling “sí”s. We get out of the truck, locking 
the panting animals in tightly, and head to the second building. The first in 
front of us is an imposing concrete cube with a redoubt on top and a very 
bored mean military guy, sunken down in his sand bags behind a gun the size 
of a canoe. I have the feeling he really wants to use it. I ask Kim what she 
thought the parking guy was saying, as she answered him with such conviction. 
She says she had no idea. We must skirt around a lower machine nest with 
another scowling soldier, his gun only as large as a small Christmas tree.  Into 
the second building where there are two or four lines, as it is indistinct. Slowly 
we inch with other transmigrantes toward the cajas (service windows?). When 
it comes our turn, both Kim and I advance, which is breaking the rules. On 
inspection, we are already stamped and permitted, so waved vaguely on to the 
other line. Wait there for fifteen minutes. I finally reach a caja. Showing all the 
papers it is again determined that I already have everything. Now to pay the 
tax. There is a tiny office on the corner the size of a Volkswagen bus with 2 
irritated officials and some computers. When my time comes I present the pile 
of paperwork, of which they are only interested in the sticky note. Pagamento 
blah blah casa, gestating randomly towards the other building. Go pay there, I 
gather. They hold my passport and driver’s license. Over to the other building. 
Kim returns to the truck to start the AC so the animalitos can breath. The 
machine gun nest must be passed close; I feel the beady eyes upon me. In the 
building it is completely bare, a vast dimly lit void with a 2�-foot ceiling. A 
caja is on one side behind thick bullet-proof glass. Presenting him with the 
scrawls of the tax people, I pay fifteen bucks with a hundred, getting the rest 
in peso change. Back to the tax box. Have to wait in line again. Hand in my 
receipt and get my license and passport back, skirt the gun nest, back in the 
parking lot with Kim. I see a van disgorging white people, about a half dozen. 
They are very fat and pasty, some professor-looking types, dazed and scared. 
“Immigration is that building over there,” I offer. “Where are you going?” They 
say they are driving to Costa Rica, but little else. I know that I am a mark for 
these Mexican land sharks, but they are as good as in the belly. A wave of pity 

gun chase rattling off into the night roads of Mexico. He says this happened 
at 1 in the morning, just across the Rio, a major reason not to travel at night. 
Somehow, I am convinced.
 Around 11, Onhell returns and says he has to have a contact number 
of a friend in Belize to complete the paperwork. What the hell, Onhell. But this 
is necessary. I know Chet, the hostel owner, not all that well, but have no idea 
how to get a hold of him. Luckily, they have wi-fi in the office, so I take my 
computer in there and search for him on the web. Videos of him, interviews, 
lots of tourist info, but can’t find his number. Finally, getting desperate, I find a 
blog reviewing his place, some loving it, others calling it dirty. An afterthought 
in there gives the street location and the phone number of the hostel. Back out 
to the truck. A few tries with international dialing and country codes and I 
reach him on the phone.Wow. He remembers me kindly and is glad to be my 
point of contact. He says to call him if there is any trouble in Mexico. Yeah, 
right. Then launches into a long-winded story as he loves to do at a buck a 
minute. Eventually he concludes to my polite urgings, and I give the number 
to Onhell. “OK, wait.”
 About 12:30 Onhell comes out with the papers, a huge stack some 
three inches thick. There are four copies of the main document, listing a 
thousand things in Spanish. I pay the $230 fee, not feeling particularly 
compensated for the money. “OK, you go now,” he says. Umm, any better 
directions than that? Get some addition vague comments with irritation. Off 
we go, into . . . what?
 We veer off to the right of the toll shack, getting into a massive double 
line of transmigrantes. Wait. Eventually a scary-looking police something comes 
down the line, looking at our papers disparagingly, grunting and sending us on 
our way. The line ahead has vanished somewhere. The road splits. We take the 
right that leads to a fence, from which I have to get the trailer turned around 
by driving on a questionable lawn. Take the other. We are directed in a loop-
de-loop, and into the tool booth. They take money and tell us that the next 
booth is the inspector’s. If we get a green light, we can proceed. If we get a red 
light, we have to pull over and have the truckload torn apart. We approach 
the booth in high anxiety.  Most are getting the red light. Our turn. A woman 
yakking and flirting with another booth member. Takes our papers. A snickering 
consultation with the other flirtee. A sigh and, with indifference, she hits a 
button. Green light. Oh thank Dog who art in haven. Fifty transmigrantes are 
pulled over waiting to be pulled apart. Through confusing corridors of road 
cones we come to another booth. I confess we have two bikes and a TV we need 
to pay tax on. The official, about four feet higher than my window, scribbles 
something on a yellow sticky which he slaps on our papers. “Where is the tax 
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                           Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Many Musics
Seventh Series (selections)

“There’s no final answer.”
—Dr. Timothy Leary,

Radio interview, 1986.

i. “Are You Happy?”

That night we sat again watching that old movie,
 with Bing Crosby & that young starlet whose name
we never knew, & you asked me the question—

& I sit here in the subway station with the trains
 going by both ways, as though the choice is as easy
as the choosing, this way or that one—

& I suppose I could have looked up her name
 in the time since you’ve been gone, but I haven’t—
I sit here, again, watching & not choosing—

You asked me the question I am still not answering
 after all this time, & I think: if I finally answer,
I lose you, for you will smile no matter what I say,

& turn away for a moment, & think of other things.

***

for these sheltered people washes over me, but what can be done? Their fate 
is sealed. We must move on. The rapid talker is still rambling wildly at Kim, 
who nods and encourages him as you would a clever dog doing tricks. I give 
him a 10-peso bill, to his delight, and ask the way out (with hand gestures), 
though I can see it clearly. He becomes still more exuberant, blocking traffic 
for us and dancing and waving our way forward. Out of the parking lot, which 
turns into a shabby two-lane highway. No mention of vet papers or any other 
animal documentos ever came up. We could have brought in elephants. We 
are elated. In the first mile are a hundred crappy one-story adobe, block, and 
rusty tin buildings, all proclaiming money exchange. I stop and change out 
$300 to pesos, a rate of 12.3 to one buck. I have a huge wad of cash, of which 
I’m very self-conscience and hold concealed. The practice is to watch these 
transactions from afar, then mug you down the road. Buy some fluids for Kim 
and I, climb out of the mud ruts and onto the broken highway. We did it! We 
are into Mexico at last. On our way to paradise.

Footnotes
1 “The people making this arduous trip are known as transmigrantes, a name borrowed from the visa 
Mexican officials issue to Central Americans who cross Mexican territory with their vehicles. And the 
Los Indios border crossing west of Harlingen is the only point of entry on the 2,000-mile border where 
Mexican officials allow transmigrantes to enter.” —James Pinkerton, “Border Checkpoint,” Houston 
Chronicle, 12/23/200�.

* * * * * *
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vi. Distress

From the basement we protested,
 it was tight & dirty, & I kept forgetting
against what. A bent idea called God?
 The next king? I turned to one of the
younger bodies, warm lights still on her face.
 She used words somebody else had said,
whispered in that dank of old blood, with
 bookish fervor. Heated more on a distant
fire. Turned to an older one, his mind
 a familiar scar from the many meetings
& scrambles through shouting hours that had
 brought us here. He huddled me close &
said there was no more light up there
 worth knowing. Memories. Eyed that younger
one with a lingering stroke. By last chance,
 I turned to my own face in the basement’s
half-remaining antique mirror. I saw nobody
 else in its reflection as I dodged my eye &
face. It’s been a rough stretch, I turned &
 explained, hoping somebody was there.
Only the darkness & the thought of your
 name, your smile. You were near. Nearer.

***

v. Zublian
[Pierre-Auguste Renoir, “Dance at Bougival,” oil on canvas, 1885]

The bugs kept getting bigger in that studio,
 a room & a window, & a toilet,
& they were of different kinds, some
 like me, they knew my want for touch.
They laughed. I imagined them laughing but,
 they laughed. They crawled on her skin,
her face & arms, never his, as they
 danced in tatters on my wall. Never
his. Hung from her bonnet, peeked up,
 peeked down, offered to tell, knew I’d
say no. Dancing close with her, holding her
 hand, her embrace, he no more possessed
her than I did in my half-sunk chair.
 They laughed. They knew.

***
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x. A Priest & a Rabbi Walk Into a Bar . . .

Only disbelieve in nothing, that’s what
 LSD taught me, in time. I said that
too, only disbelieve in nothing, & again,
 only disbelieve in nothing, that night
in the TV news studio, as they dosed
 my buddy & me for the cameras,
dripping it down our faces, saying
 this was how it’s done.

The man being interviewed, the expert
 on this, he’s taking donations &
signing people up. No trouble happened
 because of any of this, he continues,
& I think: he sounds like he’s been to the
 future & knows for sure. My buddy & I
laugh, this is what happens when the experts
 go on TV & start to explain.

***

xi. [untitled]

If I believed in god, he would look like a tree
 & sing forever.

***

viii. We Only Live A Day

He had loved the law when a strong, young
 man, how it flowed & changed through time,
how it emerged from men’s hearts & fears
 but also from the world around them,
if the land was hard or fertile, if the snows
 came for six months of the year.

Supple & sublime, he called it, a powerful beast
 in every crack & shadow, it spoke to him
of changing eternals, he dreamed it in his
 bachelor’s chambers, until on a street past
sundown he met a woman in a pink dress &
 red bonnet. More supple, more sublime. His pages cracked.

On his usual street corner now, he fingers
 the payphone for change, hikes the rope
of his oily trousers, mumbles to his blue doll
 of the conspiracy between pink cheeks &
the ships overhead. I lean closer to listen
 from an empty store doorway. I do not wish to become him.

They’ll find nothing left when they finally
 come for me. My books are gone. My health.
I’ll crack open at first touch. Lizard bones in a desert sun.

***
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Walking back into the shop where the patrons
 beg for books of easy treatises on God
& cartoons of lovers from their hearts’
 forbidden chambers, I stop. I stop.
I wonder again if this is my brother’s
 boat, if his onion-shaped bullets, &
wooden bells leaking fuel oil aren’t this world
 a level or two below, moving even slower.

***

xvii. Way of the Creatures

I follow the Way of the Creatures
which is no way but to sing & sing
which is no way but to love & pity more
which is no way but to know a little

in the big mirror
which is no way but to watch & wait,

 & so much unknown but there’s light
& there’s breeze, & maybe someone nearby warm

which is no way but to see the stars
& decide will I go with them high or
will they see me here down low?

which is no way but a pinknosed white bunny
flashing past, a cackling imp crying
more play, a sleek panda bear dancing
by, the urge to include all, & especially you.

***

xvi. Ikebana
[Dale Chihuly, Ikebana Boat, Wooden & Glass, 2011]

The old rowboat collects everything
 as it rides through the dead world,
collects what crawls from the black water,
 what falls from vines overhead,
what is sometimes thrown from shore
 by unseen hands, or paws, even fins.

The water is smooth, calm like death,
 mirrors the dark sky where nothing shines
by day & nobody looks up to see at night.
 You’re wondering how I know, from where
I see this boat. He told me about it,
 my brother, who won’t sleep to see it better.

The back room is his whole quiet world,
 where he shuns food, bed, radio, TV,
to see it better, to use his every sense to see,
 use his tingling saggy skin, lays on the floor
in a cluster of pained limbs, fights through visions,
 streets of skulls, shoreless ponds, children too.

I don’t know if he knows me when I come,
 shut the crooked door, kneel close to him,
see & smell & taste his sickness, sample his
 current hour’s picture, decide to stay or no—

He talks of the burnt umber tentacle,
 reaching back, the dragging pink wing
feathering the water, the seagull’s heart
 a decaying stone in the chipped blue shell.
“Sometimes the boat is moving slower,”
 he croons, & I almost touch him, refrain,
remember another time. It was bad.
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xxx. Seeding

“It’s just a ride.”
—Bill Hicks, 1993

What if you realize, one day, that
 everything is alive? Not one, as
many the guru would say, still many,
 but alive? All alive, the easy of this
watching your love stirring the dawn,
 walking the pathless trees of an
unnamed wood. The hard of this,
 when looking at the worn out things
of men, lost of shine & purpose, gummed
 & greasy, broken last hour or longer.

Mapless, following this thought, you make
 along as before, step high enough among
the daily prejudice & bored laughter, but
 now uneasy with your own movements.
Do these live things know & accept their
 ends? The jar of vegetable paste, even
the half-crushed moth on the sidewalk.
 Is the first glad its contents now
spent out, does tossing the other
 from sidewalk to bush reck its passage?

The questions are ridiculous, remain,
 widen to include paper clips & tree branches
part-severed by the night’s thunderstorm. Where
 does thought & feeling end, how to know,
are the usual borders even most useful?
 This electing of men, getting of coin, washing
every new soul in a half-reverence of
 the world, yet still the numbers measure decay
by the years, still the promise rusts pretty by.

xxii. Another Way

We stood, my brother & me, regarding
 the pattern on the wall, the labyrinth
fading, right to left, how to travel
 that one? I noticed his fingers tapping the tune,
the one in my mind too, & a few steps
 more to daylight, if not answers, numberless
paths, if not a way, & the next day’s chance.
 We nodded, went, maybe the fading labyrinth
our clue that letting go the map is hard, best chance.

***

xxiv. Winter Island

The preacher stood outside among
 his stars, arms held out to his god’s
lights, open, open, waiting, smiling, waiting.
 And nothing. Minutes, the hours passed.
He returned inside, his immaculate rooms,
 his plain, narrow bed. Closed the drapes.

Walked the rooms, wordless, still listening,
 still out there among those lights,
so close, waiting. In his study, its walls
 ceiling to floor in books, there in the corner,
three small dead rats. And, look, out the door
 races a cockroach, shiny shell, see it go.

Walked outside again, now shedding clothes,
 mile by mile, to the far end of the island,
the lighthouse, the rocks below, evening seas
 thick with fog, arms out again, far out.
No why. No why & there never was. How beautiful.
 His god had not descended, neither taken him
away, explained nothing, remained. Oh my.

***
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xxxi. What Will You Do Now?
[Jim Dine, “Two Big Black Hearts,” bronze, 1985]

He’d built long ago what I’d found half-sunk
 in the snowy wood, two great black steel hearts,
cried from his shaping tools deep in molten flesh,
 the air buzzing around this work still,
nature not easily accepting it back.

I push away what I can of its icy crust,
 study his symbols. The ones I know,
hand, knife, bed, bowl, while others remain
 his secret tongue, now dead with him.

One heart tells his youth, romance, full moons,
 song. The face turned away from him in dance,
even as her hands cling to his neck & shoulder.
 Speeding carriages, city lights, the hours when
a curious god traced closely through him.
 That great tree, her light breathing,
nearly weightless things expiring in his grasp.

The other heart tells of dust, a violent hour,
 endurance later. Too many words,
too many empty beds, the wane of faith
 in the words of books & living men.
The lost symbols no longer step lightly,
 turn in, turn bitter, find nights only wanting.

Forest & time obscured his tale, years taking
 back as they do, & every spring exposing,
inches upon feet, what upheld his great work,
 going, it was even then slowly going.

Some say dispose things better, some burn
 it all, some include us too. This world
little worth a sober god’s remaining glance,
 or cleansing stroke. Such a loathing
that the dead are boxed well & imagined
 free to sing unsheathed of mouth & bones.
Some say there are answers to this world,
 every fallen icon & twisted bone in the red dust,
but later, love, later along the tale.

But say: Everything is alive, made to find
 its function & receive its due? Aren’t
the massing murderous ways of men
 enough? Why worry the dark light bulbs
& steers to the knife? The fate of snowflakes
 & old wrecks in deserts & rivers?
Do some empathies lead nowhere but
 lonesome dream corners of the fancy?

I have surely wondered all this,
 as you do tonight. Felt the chasm
among each & all wide & bricked as
 though by stone. I’ve wondered too:
why feel but only so far, why
 imagine but with an eye on the clock,
an ear for the door? Tonight, perhaps,
 we ask this question over a distance
wider than the world. Wonder, hopeless,
 yet still, does paradise not steam
from the shit as the sonnet, the burning,
 the breathless, as every new psalm of smoke?

***
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And more since I’ve seen this work, or
 thought on it, until this morning when I woke,
through a dream of birds, clouds of them
 about my room, flying my mind, calling out:
“Why are you leaving me here? Will you abandon
 me to be consumed? What will remain of you then?”

***

xxxvii. Love Dogs

There were two tomes. One told the sky.
 One sang the earth. Was this a choice?
Like left hand or right, & dispose the other.

***

xl. Idiot’s Song

No answers here but patterns of bird flight
 & blood on the lips at waking, from dreams
of heaven where lines form & no good answers
 come anyway. I turn to the one behind me,
a girl whose ass I would have hungered
 in that other life. “Me too” she says.

Of course there’s blood. Blood is the hardest.
 Returning to the festival, I see that new.
The collected wounds erected as tents &
 shaped in flames. Next morning, see what
remains, fill in the rest. There’ll be rains
 to wash the worst, & music of course for rags.

***
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The cassette labeled Last Songs came to me,
 too fucking easy this, after another of those
dreams. I was him again, the one who finds
 the freak beast in the prettiest girls, coaxes,
coaxes, coaxes, holds the mirror high until mirrors
 is all there are. Sweat, snap.

I don’t drink anymore & I go to my old bar.
 I go to my old table to listen, order nothing,
say nothing, go there to listen from
 the light of a city in autumn’s clean unfurling
into the smoldering poisoned dim, go there
 to listen—

I don’t know if you’d call them songs, & the cassette
 is gone now. Was he in the desert? There was hard wind.
Maybe ocean? His voice sounded wet & far.
 There was the squalling of instruments or
electronics, a band? Words emerged that
 I knew. Ragged claws. Time + play. Slower.

I played it again, like I always did,
 but it sounded different, it was melting
the player you’d given me, melting it in
 my hands but I kept listening as the goo
rotated in my hands & onto the table.
 Not desert. Not ocean. Meteors. Leaving.

And I’ll just ask you now & plain,
 have you discovered & lost your best friend
in a dream? I’ll tell you this much:
 it wasn’t until that morning that
I finally came off that railroad rock
 & conceded the world, walked out that
barroom door, cassette player bile on
 my fingers, into common day.

***

xliii. Song of Ragged Claws

I met you in a dream of desolation
 & later knew you better. In the dream
we were young, combatants with big ideas,
 singing, ragged figures in the rain, you said
“a game, this universe?” I nodded from atop
my great railroad rock. “Time + play!”

Later you were on cassette tapes, made because
 you were cowardly & far from me. Better beers
in Germany than England. Better whores in Thailand.
 You’d given me a device in that first dream,
it would attach to your strange cassettes so
 I could play & listen. Then began the new songs.

Imagine wordless crooning begins, low as ground,
 one quiet thing among many, but rises, yes,
at some point rises & is now for attention,
 still wordless, but yes, you were recalling
the dream to me, the one of desolation, yes,
 & now there were words I remembered,

“Ragged claws, ragged claws, a mind sliced
 away & revealed, ragged claws, ragged claws,
those walls aren’t high enough to protect
 the world from me, my music is bark
& root, I’ll travel by the soil, sup on the starlight.
 Ragged claws, a mind sliced & revealed.”

They kept coming, these cassettes, one labeled
 Vodka Notes, another Labia Dreams. Once blank
& I listened through twice. Less filled each time.
 You were confessing it. Minute by conceded minute.
I told noone. I have lain wide-eyed in the sweetest
 breathing breasts & said nothing. You were hid in my beats.
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No other. No other. Your breath. Your moans.
 Your sigh. Your kiss. I’d sit by that fountain
where we met & your words would slip
 in seeds & leaves from the sky & I would
let them scatter round me, cover the bench
 where you & the others had sat looking at my
letter & considering my face. They said later I looked
 lost but you didn’t think so. You knew
I lived on that bench not in your bed.

“Remember everything but lightly”
 you told me near the end, you’d brought
the other two around, ready to share
 me as I was leaving, taste him,
taste this, this is how it was, this is
 what he was to me, it’s not down there,
you won’t find it doing that or touching,
 or showing him what, here, smell
this white blanket, it’s in the yellow threads.

There is no higher & there is no ground,
 drink the fountain spray before we kiss.
Across the abyss you can see what I’ve seen
 all along, the nothing of cum sprayed
in your friends’ faces. Drink the spray,
 & you are mine once more. Now, eventually,
you see me as I was that day, & always
 been, your eyes closing, you see me
underneath, now smiling, your lips
 moist with spray, your ruining kiss,
yes, receiving back & back into you,
 back & back, no higher, no ground,
kiss, across the abyss & I am yours once more.

***

xliv. That Sensual Music

“How can we get to know each other?”
“By abolishing frontiers between states.”
—Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia, 1983.

There is no higher & there is no ground
 we kiss. Across the abyss. And you are
mine once more. I wake. And, no,
 you’re not. Your ruining kiss, your eyes of
sky above me, among the stars, that’s how
 this was, cars passed your window,
endless traffic, I watched you breathing
 & dreaming. Your skin in simple yellow
street lights. I was moaning.

There were three of you that first day, just
 pretty girls splashing their faces in the fountain
of that square. Bold & young, you sat on my bench
 & asked me whose letter I sat reading. You among
the three watched my eyes, followed them not to
 your blouse or legs, or the others, but to the
fountain. You came back later, alone, knew I would
 be there still, knew the letter wasn’t from a lover,
as I’d said. Love sniffs for good soil that way.

A new dream. A bigger dream. No longer
 a dream at all. Forgetting what I was
in becoming what you wished. That first
 night we shared your white blanket
with the touch of elephant tooth yellow,
 I did no more than hold you, like who
I would be would do, I discovered him in
 your eyes among the stars, biting & laughing.
Discovered I liked your moan, you out of breath.
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No, it wasn’t me. I wasn’t so brave, or connected
 to the powers over the pipes. I found out by
accident on the day would have been my last.
 I drank there while going. A bridge in my mind,
a note in a plastic bag in my pocket. Drank there
 on whim, twice because a tug in my heart
still saw a chance the rest didn’t. Wavering thing.

I’d known the place I’d be going for a long time,
 good to be able to arc over this hour to where
you will end & some other beginning, a bridge
 not too big or trafficked but it was high, so high,
oh so high, look at the sky high oh so high—

The river below forgotten I looked straight up
 & kept looking, crawled off the bridge into
a hidden grassy area, tugged there by my heart,
 & kept looking up, twisted around to see better,
this is what I’d wanted so long, to look up
 from this place. Become a mind as common
where all are welcome. Heartache at rest.

When had I stopped looking up? What day,
 which hour? Whose word had made me
look down & never quite so up again, was
 it hers, yours, my cum still on your lips,
saying you loved me & goodbye, still nude
 with me on the floor, still taut for fucking?
“I’m not fucking her, you fucking dreamed her!”

Was it him, you, that letter you wrote far
 from me, coward, about your disease &
your decision? Your cassette labeled
 Last Songs that I listened to the night
you passed from me & the last of our hungry
 hours arguing if God’s best final proof
is music, oak trees, or fine young ass?

xlv. Iconic Square

It was years ago yet I wonder if they
 do it even now. Say what you will, someone
did dose the fountain waters of Iconic Square
 with LSD. Lightly, like brushing the drums
of many minds, not pounding them awake.

I watched. Many many days I watched
 as people dipped dry hands or dusty feet
into those waters. Those pretty girls splashing
 their faces & laughing. Old folks tossing up
pennies & smiling into the spray.

I watched the years of watching turn
 toward wanting again. Old gleams. Old furies.
Return of violence, return of tenderness.
 A medicine come not from stars, nor from dreams,
but within, where there is no higher & there is no ground.

But more. Iconic Square’s in a major city,
 I won’t say where, & surrounded by government
offices & corporate headquarters. That spray
 touched important cheeks, drip dropped from
the hands of diplomats, into treaties & disputes,
 what abiding fears blooding tomorrow’s canvas.

And I wondered. Sitting on a bench, shadowed
 by an oak tree, watching, dosed high on
the sunshine & the smiles & the sweating musicians
 who played better & weirder through the afternoon,
music the rags a poor man will wear proudly,
 music is heartache at rest, playing less & less
for coins & bills, more & more for sky-smacking bliss,
 fuck I wondered. A light dose if it touched
your skin casually. Enough to change a mind,
 soothe a heart, jar a sure hate? Breaches in
the web, if you believe in webs & who does—
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There are only two tomes.
One tells the sky.
One sings the earth.

Are there fewer fists in the world
 tonight?
Does it still try to save us all?

* * * * * *

There were other reasons & many excuses
 & every last one fell unnoticed from me
as I watched the sky into its inexplicable
 dusk, into its crying passion told each night as
stars, I passed through seeing up & was up,
 became up, finally up, swinging high, oh so
high from the strands above the stars
 that dangle them down so low———

Dirty, broken, remade, smiling, I swung
 until the dawn, finding myself where
I’d ended & begun in a new way, unexpected,
 fine, & I knew enough to trace a path
back to that fountain, those few splashes
 of sweet drink, & I returned to marvel.

I didn’t leave for a long time, though rarely
 drank again. When hunger got me &
my cup was empty. When it got cold &
 I chose not to tent with the huddled rest.
When my dreams obscurely advised & my heart
 lightly tugged & then tugged a little more.

When I left it felt tragic. A car wreck
 full of burning bodies large & small.
The delighted king when barriers to
 his blood lust fall, when his word & fist
sum to first & only beautiful truth.

I left & am now far gone to that fountain
 in Iconic Square. I dream on it still,
on weak nights, & wonder who opened
 the taps, how did they find the way to
let the elixir in? How? Why the light dose?
 Did anyone figure it out like me?
Does it go on? Are the grim men on TV,
 at podiums, doubting a little? Are tall buildings
governed by secretly grinning goofs?
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                      Zannemarie Lloyd Taylor

Winter Thaw

Again we were walking
this familiar path, leash tethered
to Zoe’s ramble of pulls, pulse,
impulse (only a dog, her name
means ‘life’). We knew the way
by heart—by our own hearts, heated
to this pace, keeping step
with unseasonable rhythm
and weather.

The thaw was memory, mist,
transfusion.  Its cut into the cold
was deep; it wet the dry bones
of bark, softened spiny wires
of brambles, sent clumps of
unfrozen leaves lumbering
along suddenly tufted ground.

It rained barely, the slightest kiss;
the wind hardly a rumple across
hair, face, her fur—she nosed
for scent and sense
in those leaves mounded
around ridges and risen roots.

The dark was by now translucent,
but steady, the only mark of winter—
We would have been at the pond
If not for this mask of early night,
the dampening of our wandering.
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                                      Ralph Emerson

R Is for Rambo
 Have you ever imagined a favorite actor as single, only to learn that he’s 
been married for years? Letters are like that. Learning them one by one, we imagine 
them all as independent, but the first thing you’re taught in linguistics class is that 
most letters are paired off in categories: the sibilants S and Z, the nasals M and N, 
and the so-called “liquid” consonants R and L. The last two are the alphabet’s most 
fascinating couple, the Rogue and the Lady. I’m hardly the first to assign sexes to R 
and L or to comment on their characters, but I don’t believe anyone has ever fully 
connected their characters to the water imagery implicit in their label “liquids.” If 
both letters symbolize water, then L is a quiet lake or lowland brook, and R is a raging 
river thundering down the hills.
 “About three hours into this expedition,” says nature writer John Hanson 
Mitchell, “I came upon a mountain stream. Actually, I heard the stream before I saw 
it, a dark, throaty growl that filled the trees and evolved into a deafening roar as I 
approached.” Following the “rushing waters” to the edge of a cliff, the writer scrambled 
down the rocks and sat “at the base of the falls, contemplating the awesome force of 
the cascade of green water, the immense overwhelming roar.”
 Noise, speed, and commotion: a perfect R experience.

Ruckus

 Over the centuries, R has garnered far more comment than any other letter, 
precisely because it is so noisy. The “rubadub in the orchestra of language,” Otto 
Jespersen called it. Or the grrrrowling dog. Just as our nature writer John Mitchell first 
noticed his mountain stream as a distant growl, Dr. Johnson heard R as a “roughsnarling 
sound.” The Romans frankly nicknamed it the canina littera, the dog’s letter.
 But noise is only half of it. Plato, the earliest commentator, called R the 
letter of movement. He guessed that R appears in so many ‘moving’ words (roll, rush, 
run) because the tongue is “most agitated and least at rest in the pronunciation of this 
letter.” As a matter of fact, r does take more muscular effort to pronounce than most 
sounds, especially the vivid “rolled” r used in countries like Spain and Scotland. The 
tongue-tip actually flicks five times to trill the initial r in a Spanish word like ruido. 
And what does ruido mean? Noise!
 Motion is noisy, and R is our letter for imitating it: “rabid rednecks roaring 
around” in their snowmobiles, “the jet engine roar, the rumble of the subway train, 
the rattle of the taxis.” Same in the old song about the express train called the Wabash 
Cannonball: “with a rattle, a rumble, and a roar.” R’s whole scene is pretty lively: an 

It will be cold again, and memory
will recede; the world will be new
with snow and fingers of ice,
freezing our senses to the present.
The thaw will take its place as
Interval, in which some things
Appeared after long loss, and
touched us, temporarily and for
always, and put themselves away,

folding into cedar chest and drawers.
Moistness, realness, hand pressed
against ours—father, mother; tracers
of city noise, light, momentum;
friendships forged, firm or
ill-fated; the grip on our shoes
of other streets and stones, the rocks
remembering country roads—all are
wrapped away in a dry place
forever and for a time,
with a final glint and flash.

***

The Sly Universe

Be careful of the universe that plays tricks on you—
That gives you a gift that stays too long and leaves too soon—
A slack-jawed man in a cheap suit who becomes your lover because
He likes the same brand of toothpaste you do.

Be careful, be skeptical, when it offers you a job that ends up
Paying you under the table. Be careful when it steals for you, and
You wind up with furniture that could have fallen off the back of a truck.
Be wary when your friends show up for the party, and it ends up a wake.

Beware the sly universe—it can snatch the cleats off your tap shoes in mid-air,
And the cushions off your old soft shoes when you land.  Sure, be generous,
Be wise, eat healthy, exercise—but count your fingers when it shakes your hand,
And check for fever when it blesses you for sneezing. 
     

******
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“uproarious, ribald romp,” “raw, raucous, roistering, and real.” Its rousing rhythms ring 
out and raise the roof, and it can even squeeze out a plausible two-second history of 
popular music: ragtime, rhythm and blues, rock and roll, reggae, rap. When the Brooklyn 
Museum did a rap exhibit in 2000, they called it “Roots, Rhymes, and Rage.”

Roaring Torrents

 But the deep psychology of language is pre-industrial. Our distant ancestors 
never heard jets or bullet trains. Lions, thunder, wind, whitewater rapids, and angry 
warriors were their only emblems for overwhelming speed and noise. Concepts as 
important as those were apt to be embodied in human speech very early, mnemonically 
linked to specific sounds and further linked whenever possible to images of water and 
sex. It’s notable that R and L have been called “liquid” consonants since ancient times: 
Latin liquidae litterae, from Greek hygra stoicheia ‘wet sound’. L was always considered 
the soft one (Ben Jonson said it “melteth in the sounding”) while R was the restless 
one: in watery terms like a noisy, fast-moving river; and in gender terms like a noisy, 
fast-moving Man.
 Let’s start with rivers.
 Plato did. He began discussing onomatopoeia in Cratylus by saying R was 
the letter most associated “with the expression of motion,” and his first two (Greek) 
examples were “rhein (flow) and rho? (river).” Thus river in English, río in Spanish, 
rivière in French, reka in Slavic. Eighteenth-century writers like Leibniz, de Piis, and 
Charles de Brosses approvingly noted the R’s in modern river names like Rhine, Rhône, 
and Ruhr, and Leibniz pointed out that the German words for ‘move’, ‘flow’, and ‘roar’ 
are ruhren, rinnen, rauschen. R’s water-noise words pile up sky-high. French ruisseau 
‘stream’ reminded Charles Nodier of “the gentle and continuous murmur of running 
water as it rolls among the pebbles.”  Spanish for ‘torrent’ is raudal, and ‘ocean surf ’ 
is resaca or rompientes. In Plato’s Greek, rhothos was the sound of crashing waves, and 
rhothion was both ‘surf ’ and the din of sustained applause.
 Having read quite a few descriptions of rivers recently, I can say that no one 
writes them in English without using at least a few R words, either in literal accounts 
like John Mitchell’s (rushing waters, deafening roar) or in similes. Lee Smith says: “Time 
has picked up somehow, roaring along like a furious current.” Martin Luther King 
loved to quote the prophet Amos: “let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness 
like a mighty stream.” Any poet, any essayist, anybody at all, instinctively reaches for 
R’s to evoke rivers.
 Literature’s most famous plea for decent onomatopoeia is found in Alexander 
Pope’s Essay on Criticism: “The sound must seem an echo to the sense.” Can you guess 
what he said next? If Plato instinctively began discussing onomatopoeia by mentioning 
the letter R, and explaining R by mentioning rivers, is it any wonder that Alexander 
Pope began his own set of examples with an R-heavy couplet about raging water?
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Rick … Ilsa 

 As I mentioned earlier, the two tough guys in Casablanca are R men. Bogart’s 
Rick and his friend Renault talk fast and pack heat, while Bogie’s old flame Ilsa Lund 
and her husband Laszlo speak softly and stroll around in cool tropical white. I can’t 
imagine better personifications for the intricate gender dance that R and L perform 
in our minds every day. Even the lovers’ names Rick and Ilsa are pitch-perfect for 
Anglophones stuck in Morocco. The top four male names England in 1200 were 
William, Robert, Ralph, and Rick’s Richard—three R’s in a row!—while every single L 
name in the Arabic section of the Oxford Dictionary of First Names is female: Lamya, 
Lawahiz, Layla, Lina, Lubna, Lujayn.
 The marriage of opposites between R and L is old news. The Enlightenment 
scholars in Genette’s Mimologics sum it up like well known gossip. Leibniz: “r = violent 
movement and l = gentle movement.” Marin Mersenne: “l, laziness; r, roughness.” Abbé 
Copineau: “the color red, which is vivid, lively, harsh to the sight, can be very aptly 
rendered by . . . r, which makes an analogous impression on the hearing,” as in rose, 
ruby, ruddy, rouge, rojo, rufus;  while “gentle and weak light can also, for the same 
reason, be very aptly rendered  by . . . l,” as in flame, lamp, lantern. Antoine Court 
de Gébelin: “r . . . is the consonant of rough, abrupt and noisy movements [and] 
of rugged, high, steep things. L, which is pronounced with ‘a very gentle and very 
smooth-flowing explosion’ of air . . . designates ‘gentle movements’ . . . and smooth-
flowing things: liqueurs, limpidité, lymphe, lait (milk), lac (lake).”
 Twentieth-century experiments confirmed these intuitions: “in the antithesis 
r/l . . . we rediscover the Cratylian pair par excellence, the classic opposition between 
roughness and smoothness. For the Hungarian children questioned by Ivan Fonagy,
r is a man and l is a woman: ‘The r,’ comments the author, ‘appears masculine on 
account of the greater muscular effort that it requires for production.’ For Chastaing’s 
[French-speaking] students, r evokes solid, hard, acrid, bitter, rugged, strong, violent, 
heavy, near; l, delicate, sleek, weak, easy-going, light, distant, bright.”
 

Honoruru

 The bad news is that these oppositions show up mainly in Europe. I see no 
conspicuous violence or gentleness in Somali R and L words, for example; and many 
languages do not even use these sounds. (Unbelievably, not a single consonant exists 
that can be found in every human language—not even K, and certainly not L or R.) 
Japanese notoriously has no L, so it must spell Honolulu as Honoruru, and Hawaiian 
has only L, so Merry Christmas is Mele Kalikimaka. The Kwakiutl of British Columbia 
lack R but have five kinds of L, and the Great Plains Cheyenne have no L or R of any 
kind. None!
 This is also true in certain types of English—specifically, the English of 
very young children, who talk about widdo wed wagons. R and L truly are difficult 
sounds, and it takes several years to develop the muscular control to say them both 
distinctly. Many languages remain content with a single halfway-between sound like 

  ’Tis not enough no harshness gives offence,
  The sound must seem an echo to the sense.
  Soft is the strain when zephyr gently blows,
  And the smooth stream in smoother numbers flows;
  But when loud surges lash the sounding shore,
  The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar.

Rowdy

 Who’s hoarse and rough? Real men, that’s who. Imagine a fast river howling 
over the rocks, compare it to a troop of spearmen charging along in full cry, and 
you’ll see why R is a man’s letter, a rowdy, rip-roarin’, rootin’-tootin’ letter that’s rarin’ 
to go—loud, amoral, and fast, like whitewater in March or red-blooded roughnecks 
awash in testosterone. The painter Caravaggio was a “rogue, roué and reprobate.” Rugged, 
rude, and raffish, like robbers, rustlers, rakes, and racketeers, or rapscallions, renegades, 
roustabouts, and razorbacks. These guys assault: ram, rout, raze, raid, riot, ransack, ruin, 
rape, ravage, ravish, rip, rend, rive, rub out.
 Stallone was a boxer Rocky in one movie and an angry soldier Rambo in the 
next. Many loose cannons have R names—often rather ridiculous names whose only 
point seems to be to showcase the initial R as memorably as possible: Rooster Cogburn, 
Race Crim, Jett Rink, Jack Reacher—even Jack the Ripper. Similarly in romantic 
projections: Howard Roark in The Fountainhead, Mr. Rochester in Jane Eyre, Rhett 
Butler in Gone With the Wind. Casablanca has two R men, Bogart’s lovelorn Rick and 
his randy friend Capt. Renault. Some of these men have hearts of gold and some do 
not, but all share a certain outer roughness; and since we see male roughness as a virtue, 
R names are a kind of praise. Abe Lincoln’s contemporaries called him Rail-Splitter, 
Zachary Taylor was Old Rough and Ready, Teddy Roosevelt was the Rough Rider, and 
the Secret Service code-word for Ronald Reagan was Rawhide.
 It startles me how often the word rough comes up in descriptions of R itself. 
Just as Dr. Johnson mentioned its “rough snarling sound,” the little girl in Kipling’s 
alphabet story found it “all rough and edgy, like your shark-tooth saw,” and used a 
jagged line of cursive r’s to illustrate: rrrrrrrrrrr. In a French version of the same thought, 
Marcel Leiris said R “makes us hear a hoarse and grating rumble while it stands upright 
like a rocky escarpment,” with a “rugged profile” like rocher ‘rock’! Of course, it takes 
a lot of imagination, or suggestibility, to see a written R as a rocky cliff. The letter’s 
original Semitic name resh meant ‘head’, and its earliest shape, preserved in the Greek 
letter rho (P), frankly shows a head perched on a neck. (Ancient Italians added the 
slant-line to distinguish R from P-for-p, their version of the old candy-cane    -for-p 
that Greeks now write as pi,   .) If Leiris thinks he sees sharp rocks in R’s shape, 
that just shows how thoroughly ingrained in our minds its roughness really is.  

* * *
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                                       Tom Sheehan

Burial for Horsemen
(For my father, blind too early)

The night we listened to an Oglala life
on records, and shadows remembered
their routes up the railed stairway like
a prairie presence, I stood at your bed

counting the days you had conquered.
The bottlecap moon clattered into your
room in vagrant pieces . . . jagged blades
needing a strop or wheel for stabbing,

great spearhead chips pale in falling,
necks of smashed jars rasbora bright,
thin flaked edges tossing off the sun.
Under burden of the dread collection,

you sighed and turned in quilted repose
and rolled your hand in mine, searching
for lighting only found in your memory.
In moon’s toss I saw the network of your

brain struggling for my face the way you
last saw it, a piece of light falling under
the hooves of a thousand horse ponies,
night campsites riding upward in flames,

the skyline coming legendary.

***

the Japanese R. Nevertheless, I suspect that our finely wrought European oppositions 
exist as latent possibilities in the liquid sounds of any language, for we can sometimes 
see them flailing around in the primeval soup struggling to differentiate themselves. 
Japan’s single liquid may act soothingly L-like in randa ‘laziness’ and suru-suru ‘slip-
slidey’, but it has true R-like vigor in raimei ‘thunder’ and in ran ‘rebellion’—which 
happens to be the root of the wholly Japanese word rambo ‘violent’.
 Hello? Mr. Stallone? I’ve got a great name for you!

* * * * * *
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Death of a Metaphor
                          
I fished with Charlie, long from Europe’s great noise
and his bomber pilot’s cushy seat high on top of France.
But footed here, on banks of our child-favored lake,
September’s sun zoomed down like a fire was fled.

We had bagged a dozen bottled beers, cautiously aligned 
in shallow water, until pickerel flotilla poked upon the sack.
When sunray, sediment, and time settled, his eyes transfixed;
he was knowing what I did not know, the living imagery

of shadowed things, pointing, holed up in horizon’s world
of silence, war-stilled submarines at targets below in Brest,
Lorient, Saint Nazaire in ‘41, LaRochelle, Bordeaux in ‘42,
Perhaps Toulon in ‘43. Dreamt swift torpedoes, oh dared loose.

Sun’s redness shivered under breeze. A flag flew. A bugle blew.
Pickerel force darted away, repaired, re-commissioned, ordered
to sea to loose Hell, extend true silence on Earth’s watery face.
The quiet out there, the final quiet after war, flipped around us.

The pickerel fled, swift as a bottle cap snapped off by hand.
I thought of pal Parkie’s tank turret popped open to Sahara’s
rush of hot air inscribing his lungs, Egypt’s bitch light in his eyes.
When sun shivered our red-faced lake, Charlie’s dark images died;

the slim, hungry forms, mortal at last, slipped under Atlantica
as we bid adieu to our unforgotten wars and a dozen bottled beers.

***

Sign on a Wall
 
The dough board, oblique,
worn to a frazzle, now hangs
in the cellar way. Knuckles
of love soft shoe across it.

Like a fallow field it lies,
fifty years since my mother
powdered and rolled dough
into its grain, beginning bread.

Her hands, white-knuckled,
went board to dough to fore-
head to the plain blue apron
smelling of rolls, haitch

bones, sweat and anxiety.
She struggled great breads
out of its surface, morning
fried dough sizzling in oil,

a sure birthday cake three
tiers tall on special days,
and wrung from its granary
pains and aches and tired

bones, migraine’s soft thunder,
age, a shot at infirmity.
That old board, edges like
fingers, hangs awry on a nail

my father drove to catch a jacket;
if I bang it hard enough, fisted,
belligerent about recall, a small
cloud of powder floats her love.

***
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                             Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Labyrinthine
[a new fixtion] 

(excerpts)

Part Five.

“Out here on the perimeter there are no stars
Out here we is stoned—immaculate”

—The Doors,
“The Wasp (Texas Radio & the Big Beat,” 1971.

 
v. (cxviii.)

Fear falls frozen dripping through the heart, one & many wonder at its 
breathless wall, its lump of god within.

Jazz stands in the middle of the square, wrapped in her blue scarf, watching, 
for a little while, a woman dressed like a bride standing atop a box, nearly 
motionless, face powdered white & lips painted bloody. People gather, stare, 
watch her poses. Add coins to her ornate box.
 “Get off.”
 “I said: Get off!”
 “Hey! What the fuck!”
 “Get off the box. I need it.”
 “Fuck you!”
 “Once I unwind this scarf, nobody will look at you anyway.”
 “Fuck! No. This is my hour here. You can go after.”
 Rather than argue, Jazz simply begins to unwind the scarf which is 
all covering her body. The bride is forgotten in this new spectacle. Some look. 
Some avoid looking.
 “Hey, be careful, little girl. Someone will call the cops!”
 “Or Playboy!”
 Several older women rush from the growing crowd to cover her.
 “Leave me be.”
 “Are you crazy, miss! What are you doing? Are you on something?”

Leg Surgery

When a surgeon sawed my father’s leg off,
he handed it to my nurse wife;
a hard touch repeating
when she nestles me.

She put his leg into a bag
in a hospital basket. It fell with a thud.
Now and then, I know, she collects that
sound again when a door closes in the night.

* * * * * *
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 “My sister. She was taken. I was too.”
 “What happened?”
 “I don’t know. I don’t remember. But the doctor after said I wasn’t . . 
. hurt.”
 “Fucked.”
 “No. I wasn’t.”
 “And your sister?”
 “I don’t know.”
 “Jazz, what is her name?”
 “Name?”
 “Yes.”
 “Um. Ashleigh?”
 “Is that a question?”
 “I don’t know.” 
 “Do you have a sister?”
 “Yes! I saw. They . . . ”
 “They what?”
 “They tied me up in front of a camera, pretended to do things to me. 
They told me if I didn’t cooperate, my sister would get very hurt.”
 “Now you’re wondering about this.”
 “They didn’t do it. They pretended to do it. They told me to struggle 
& moan but only a little.”
 “You said you didn’t remember.”
 “I don’t know what happened after. How I got home. Where Ashleigh 
is.”
 “Is that her name?”
 “Yes.”
 “You think so.”
 “Yes.”
 “So you came back for her.”
 “Yes.”
 “To the White Woods.”
 “Yes.”
 “Is she here?”
 “I don’t know.”
 “Why are you back here, Jasmine?”
 “I. Master?”
 “I am not your Master.”
 “Please.”
 “Tell me.”

 Jazz stares them down. “Let them look. Let them listen.”
 They pause. A statement from a nude girl?
 She looks at them, poses as previously instructed, her hands a gentle 
shelf for her perfect young breasts, her back arched. Lips licked, but to 
speak.
 “Fear . . . falls . . . dripping through the heart” she begins.
 “Something else is dripping on you, little girl” someone shouts to 
cheers & hisses.
 She holds her position. “How alone & why?”
 The whistles & hoots increase.
 “Ancient astronauts taught us this far & left, nodded, let go?”
 “Hey, baby, I won’t let go, I promise!”
 “Yah!”
 “Ride that nice thing all night long! Come to the Lizard King, honey! 
I can do anything!”
 They won’t listen, Master. My body is plainly bared. There is nothing 
to wonder about. I’m speaking your words.
 She nods, kneels among the tresses of her body scarf. “I will take the 
first.”
 The crowd freezes.
 “I will perform & then speak. Every one of you.”
 Nobody moves. Nobody speaks.
 She is kneeling, legs apart, a position of worship & supplication. Two 
police approach.
 “OK, honey. It’s OK. How old are you? Are you high?”
 
Something happens & she is gone.
 “Why did you bring me back?”
 “Jasmine, this isn’t the way.”
 “Am I in the White Woods? Is she alive? No more of this hustling on 
my body!”
 “What else of you?”
 “I learned, Master! I listened. You let me go. Sent me to the others.”
 “Yes.”
 “Tell me!”
 “Why do you pose?”
 “It’s what everyone wants! Pose or fuck.”
 “What else is there?”
 “I don’t know. Nobody cares what else.”
 “How did you end up here?”
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 “I only have you.”
 She strokes his cock, lightly, in their bed, beneath the glowing ocean 
skies, never able to see all of him at once, without thinking lifts up & makes 
to mount him, mount the much wider hips, longer legs, the cock her cherry 
tight pooch—
 He pushes her lightly but she clings.
 “I only have you.”
 A moment balanced, feeling him about to enter her, then a noise, 
behind her, a bang, a shot, a single word: “No.”

Jazz is in her bedroom, the old one, before they moved, when she still had 
Ashleigh, standing over her, looking at the chat underway on her computer.
“He’s asking if you’re a virgin.”
Jazz inwardly shakes. Thinks. Remembers.
“I tell them something that happened. Something I laugh & blush about.”
She types & types. A tale about sitting in a man’s pickup truck, letting him 
look at her, down there, not touch, just look, & he buys her a music player. 
Ashleigh laughs & laugh. Says something about the fountain at the mall. Makes 
to leave but Jazz says no.
 “What’s wrong, Jazz-ma-tazz? You’re doing better cock-teasing than I 
ever did.”
 “Ash, something.”
 “What? I have to get going before they get home.”
 “They took us tonight, Ash.”
 “Who?”
 She thinks. Is this the White Woods? Has the Master sent her back? 
Is she dreaming?
 She shuts off the computer. Roughly.
 “Jazz! Come on! I know you hate her, but that cost her a lot of 
money.”
 Jazz grabs her sister’s hand. Drags her through the house, to the living 
room whose windows look out to the street.
 They hunch low, lights off, peek through the curtains.
 “Look. The van.”
 “Yes, Jazz. It’s a van.”
 “It’s the one that took us tonight.”
 “Took us? We’re sitting here at home, in the dark. Not taken.”
 “They came in, took us both. I escaped when it burned down.”
 “What?”
 “The White Woods.”

 “I don’t know.”

For a flash: her hair is down, she is facing a bareheaded black man, face to 
face, legs entwined, he is pushing an enormous cock inside her & she rides it 
out of desperation not to get hurt, her heels press down hard on black stiletto 
heels each time he thrusts, his face buries in her chest, sucking & biting each 
nipple til she howls as his bites & thrusts burn & break & dissolve her, the 
sunlight through the great windowpane, the ocean at great high tide in view, 
he bites & thrusts & she—

Again: a hotel room, maybe a ballroom, endless long, a mirrored monstrosity, 
many chandeliers, dripping . . . honey? blood? cum? Crowded with men & 
women & beasts & aliens, they give way to her, defer, as she approaches, a stage, 
a microphone—speaks—the Master’s words again but some of her own:

“Fear falls frozen dripping through the heart, one & many wonder at its breathless 
wall, its lump of god within. How alone & why? Ask again. The cicadas & bamboo 
too? Ancient astronauts taught us this far & left, nodded, let go?”

The ballroom pulsates, alternates with another scene. She is watching her sister 
being fucked by a . . . something. Sister on her stomach, legs spread wide, the 
Beast is on top of her, his hands crushing her breasts, his twin cocks fucking 
her cock & ass, how, o  god   o  fuck

moan Jazzy moan like I taught

no it’s Ashleigh I watched

moan Jazzy moan goodgood

it fades & she continues speaking:

“Want, taught to want, to feed one hunger with another, to choose, to almost know, 
hurry toward those brilliant years, sensuous playing lights.”

No. I remember her. I remember the night we were taken. I remember how she 
let them—so they wouldn’t. I couldn’t get her out. This is a fucking trick!

The Master nods. “The White Woods is all tricks. You can’t navigate it alone. 
You won’t survive.”
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 “White . . . Woods?”
 “You didn’t. Get out. I couldn’t find you. I tried.”
 “Jazzy.”
 “But they didn’t burn down. They can’t. So I came back to get 
you.”
 “Jazzy.”
 “I found a way in. I had to do things. There’s a hotel. I lied. But I got 
in.”
 “Jasmine!”
 She slaps Ashleigh’s face hard. “I don’t know if we’re still there or if 
the Master sent me back to tonight to save us.”
 “Master.”
 “Am I supposed to go again? Let myself be taken, knowing what I 
do?”
 Ashleigh yanks free & stands. The door bursts open. But it’s those 
college boys she’s been sneaking out to see. They have beer & weed. One 
hunkers up around Ashleigh to hug her & one hand cups her ass tightly, the 
other squeezes her tit possessively.
 Something is different. The music is loud. More arrive. Ashleigh is 
making out hard with one of them. He turns away every so often & looks over 
to Jazz, says a word.
 “Come on, Ash.”
 “She’s my little sister.”
 “Doesn’t look so small.”
 “Aren’t I enough, you pig.”
 “Feel down there, Ash. Good, now stroke.”
 “Um. Mm.”
 “Nice? Yes?”
 “Yes.”
 “Say it.”
 “Nice.”
 “Want it inside you?”
 “Yes.”
 “Then we bring baby sister in on it. Someone’s going to have her 
tonight. With you & me it will be gently. We’ll have fun.”
 “No.”
 “One of these others might just be a little rough. They’re waiting on 
me. On you. She belongs to me unless you cut her loose.”
 “No.”
 Jazz is on the couch now. “It’s OK, Ash.”
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afraid. I know you are.”
 Now just breathing.
 “I need someone. You. You’re going to help me.”
 Nothing.
 “Nod!”
 A movement.
 “Say yes!”
 “Yes” croaked.
 “Again!”
 “Yes!”
 “There will be a reward if you do right.”
 Ashleigh walks in, barely.
 “He’s going to help me.”
 “Help?”
 “The White Woods isn’t just a place. You don’t escape it by walking 
out.”
 Ashleigh stares.
 “We’re still in it. The Master didn’t send me back in time to stop it. 
He did bring me to you. We’re in the White Woods, do you understand this?”
 She nods dumbly. She doesn’t know anything.
 “He’s going to help us. For a reward.”
 “Reward.”
 “Yah. Later on that.”

The Master’s cum that last night had tasted like moonlight, like sugar, like new 
breathing. As always, in their coupling, he talked. He talked and she listened, 
it was like he was wind & she chimes.

“Questions mirror glance to glance, & highest music only sighs & sings of full moons, 
midnight tides, & the moment’s power in warmth laying by warmth.”

She felt herself cumming, very hard, & longed as never for any other, that he 
enter her, stay inside her, she tried to suspend it aloft, as he’d taught, use the 
energy to fly, the ocean so near, the moon as full as his words that night.

“Tonight behold the wide world with all its fears, howling & half-awake, no key 
to explain”

They had howled, together, that night:

 “No!”
 “Let’s go in the bedroom so we don’t put on a show!”
 Ashleigh is half-dragged in, he’s licking his lips over her, she’s letting 
her tank top straps fall from her shoulders, letting him get a good look.
 He carries Ash with him into bed. Jazz dims the lights. Knows he 
really wants to fuck her while Ash watches.
 Lets a few things happen, lets him strip her some, maul her a little.
 Starts to talk, in his ear, then louder, something happens he does not 
expect, it hurts, it hurts more. She talks:

“Hunger, is it more complex with more men, larger cities? Does any who falls 
tonight triumph in finale, glory for not an hour more?”

He starts to scream, when he feels his cock being ripped from his body & 
somehow weaker than this much smaller girl.

She chants, as the Master taught her:

“Fear falls, frozen, dripping through the heart, great galleries & long centuries, 
preachers roar & kings thump.” She lets go a little, just a touch. Continues: 
“Comfort in hovering together close over the abyss, align gazes & call it love, or 
gesture to maps & libraries, bullets, chalice, scripture, grave, solemn, nod their 
truth?” She lets go a little more, whispers: “Comfort in what hasn’t slipped yet 
& touchless faith it will hold.” She squeezes him until he screams, then pushes 
him lightly off the bed.

Ashleigh is staring at her. They are in their parents’ bedroom, his choice.
 “Are you listening to me now, Ashleigh?”
 “Yes,” she whispers.
 “Walk out there with this phone in your hand, tell them you’ve dialed 
9 and 1, and if you dial another 1, all of them are going to prison for rape. Do 
it now.”
 Ash nods. Jazz hears her voice, hears her repeat more clearly, hears 
hurried, noisy departure, cars starting up & leaving.
 Her boyfriend, whatever he is, is moaning on the floor.
 Speaking very softly, she says: “I didn’t rip out your balls & let you 
bleed to death for a reason. Not that you’re fucking her, if you even have yet. 
I know she’s still a virgin but lets stories tell lies.”
 A moan. But listening.
 “I know how to hurt you worse than killing you. You know I’m not 
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Preacher was no spy then—I was—or so the paycheck said—so we joked—it 
was a joke with a paycheck—waiting for something more—

No—I lived in that lunatic house of hers, that dirtbag room among many, for 
a reason, I’d been sent there—you just lived there—

Going forward in the story makes it no less sweet—but that first night we 
talked—we talked & talked & talked—that rooming house, the second floor, 
where the kitchen & bathroom were—we sat there drinking from a bottle I 
had with me, your Joe Camel coffee mug, my Mickey Mouse shot glass—your 
whiskey on rocks, mine neat—

Actually, Preacher, you cooked for me. I’d come up to use the can & nodded 
hello in passing.

 “Nice smell.”
 He laughed. You laughed. Which?
 “It’s cheap pasta. Three boxes for a dollar. But I find things to add. 
Seasonings. Spicings.”
 Yah, you old fuck. You added pinches of psilocybin & cannabis, among 
others.
 I nodded. “Mange” & smiled.
 “Have you had your dinner?”
 Shook my head no. Some nights I’d drink my fucking dinner & wash 
it down with a whore’s long rented tongue.
 “I always make too much. Every time. I start out famished, cook too 
much, & end up with some in that pail.” Nods to garbage can.
 So the bottle & tongue would both wait. I sat with you, let you fuss. 
Nobody else sat at that kitchen table to eat. The owner had her own apartment 
none of us ever saw. She was actually why I was there, but that’s a less important 
story. I’d figured out what was going on in those unseen rooms. Pretty kinky 
shit. Well, sort of. What’s really kinky in this world? Her niece in home porn 
movies, a whole set up. She was so coked up that she probably thought those 
men in masks fucking her in turns & groups really were some kind of über-
daddy. I ended up doing something for her that helped, but, again, Preacher is 
setting a paper plate in front of me. No plates or silverware in that kitchen.
 He was hungry way beyond the food in front of us. He was hurting. 
This sharing between us mattered. I didn’t know why. We drank water from 
the sink until I fetched my bottle.
 Did you even sip that night? I wonder. Did I refill your glass? Did the 

“Behold the world, howling, half waking, yet still no key to the smallest face or 
least star”

She looks at the man, whatever he is. At Ashleigh, sweaty & badly shaken. 
“There is no Master anymore. This is his gift to me. This is his goodbye.”

xv. (cvi.)

 Rosie was the one who found them, Paula had wandered off. In truth, 
Paula had been entranced by the amanita muscarias but none of the others.
 “Look, Rosie! They’re like Smurf mushrooms!”
 “Yah, P.”
 “But red not blue.”
 “Sure.”
 “Are there blue ones too?”
 “Only in the cartoons.”
 “Oh.”
 She’d wandered off after that. Rosie kept looking, covering the ground 
& trees & bushy areas as systematically as she could. They were by a tree. 
Strangely, opposite sides. Rosie got a feeling as she suddenly saw the first, then 
almost accidentally the second.
 Oh. Two.
 Together somehow. (Together, somehow?)
 
I see them, I fall through it & see them, you, both of you, how you met

met? how mushrooms met?
No. For this moment, I see something, I see it clearly, I am with both of you, 
there—

You, who? There . . . where?

You were young men, older than me but not as much as now—(?)
you were new to each other—
new to some world you’d both entered—

I saw you, I bound with you, with both of you, I bound you too—
something happened among us, I fell through—
it receded after this flash—for a long time—flash—this flash—
rainbow & lightning—
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 “I’m going to help you.”
 “Help me? No! Stay safe!”
 “I can do both. Don’t worry. You’re not alone.”

 “Do you love me?”
 Different eyes. The building with the man in the room of stuffed 
animals.
 “Yes. Go.”
 Fuck. Would I like to take that back. You would not have become a 
spy like me.

 Our conversation was tentative at first, though I enjoyed the food 
more than I had any meal for a long time. I think watching the girl get fucked 
over & over again on surveillance had finally gotten to me. I was losing 
track of something. Something really important. It wasn’t written down for 
reference.
 She kept getting purer for me. Each time. Later I’d beaten every one 
of them to death, I’d found them all, they are all dead, every one who had 
entered that room & touched her, & I made the landlady watch, bound, on a 
TV monitor, as I held court, as each one was brought in, chained, blindfolded, 
given his single hour to explain, then was castrated, out of the camera’s view, by 
hour’s end so heavily drugged that bleeding to death was an inevitable smiling 
path—

“You didn’t do that, Bowie”

I confessed each one.
“Why did you do it?”
“No.”
“No wife? No strip bar with a set of willing whores?”
“No.”
“I’m going to clean her of each & every one of you. I’m going to scrape time 
off her.”
“No.”
I’d make them listen on headphones to the sounds each had made fucking 
her. I made each one feel how it felt. I injected into each an IV needle with 
a psychedelic cocktail of my own brew that transformed each gagged bound 
blindfolded man into a helpless, drugged girl, I’d tinkered with it until each 
man felt herself dressed for the evening in ribbons, in cotton, in costume, he 
felt herself waiting in the dank room with the cameras & lighting cues—he 

ice melt & the vessel overflow with unsipped drink?
 Thing is, Preacher, I wasn’t supposed to tell you anything. And I told 
you nearly all.
 That girl. I remember how dead her eyes. How delicious that body. I 
sent her to a man, made her enter the building & go up to see him.
 Shit. Which story. His or hers? Well, I suppose they were ongoing. 
That’s what’s strange.
 I sent her to be cleaned by the man in the room full of stuffed 
animals.
 “Will you love me if I go?”
 “You need to be cleaned.”
 “Will you love me?”
 I should not have answered you, much less made anything like a 
promise—but you wouldn’t go—

 “Bowie”
 “No.”
 “Bowie!”
 “No.”
 “Look at me.”
 
 “Christa.”
 She smiles. My heart drowns. She smiles.
 “No.”
 “Yes.”
 “No!”
 “Look at me!”
 “How?”
 “It’s just for a minute.”
 “How?”
 “Listen. Closely. I’m safe. I just want you to know that. I’ve learned 
how to do a few things. Like this.”
 “This?”
 She smiles.
 “I know you are deep in. I know what you’re trying to do.”
 “What?”
 “Save Preacher. Help Rosie. And more after that.”
 I start to cry. “I’m sorry. Did Gretta explain?”
 “Some. But I found out more too.”
 “What?”
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watch all those hours of tape? Did you listen to the conversations after or did 
you see the fucking & miss the rest?
  “I accepted you saving me because I was going to leave anyway & 
your way was blunter, less messy, & not my fault. So when I needed contacts 
years later, pieces in the path to find you, I knew people who would help me, 
friends of the men you killed.”
 “You are not going to kill them, Bowie,” Preacher says quietly. Our 
meal is done, he steps away from the table to wash out his pot & return it to 
the communal dish cabinet. Is thorough, fusses this cleaning. Sits again, I’ve 
freshened his drink. Nods, go on.
 “I tried to tell the man with the stuffed animals. He had his orders 
from you. Clean me up. I still wonder about all that. Brainwashing, hypnosis, 
psychedelic drugs. Sensory deprivation tanks.
 “It would have worked if he had fucked me. It’s really that simple. He 
wanted to. I understood men on that basis. I didn’t have to fuck every one, but 
I did have to fuck every one who wanted me. Honestly, prick-crazy, wanted 
me. Bowie, did you notice which men kept coming & which didn’t? I sorted 
through them. The ones who didn’t want me I weeded out, made sure I wasn’t 
what they wanted. If a passive girl, I came on hard; if hard sex, I lay back & 
took it, grunts & silence. The ones who wanted me I discovered, learned how 
to please, taught how to please me in return.
 “But he would not fuck me. He was more afraid of you than he wanted 
me. I felt his heat every fucking day as he cleaned me up—
 “See, that didn’t help. I was young, I was attached to you & I figured 
I could fuck my way back you. You had saved me, but now you didn’t want 
me? What the fuck was I for? I was supposed to be yours. I was supposed to fuck 
him over & over until he brought me to you. I would have done it. I knew 
him better than any had before because it was a mistake for him to take me. 
He’d done it for you. Done it for old kindnesses. You’d put him in that room. 
You’d understood him at a critical moment in his life & he owed you.
 “It was wrong. It didn’t work. I didn’t fuck him & eventually I left 
there & I had to find you other ways & they were worse ways.”
 “Bowie,” says Preacher, “I want you to listen to me now.”
 Bowie nods.
 Preacher begins talking now, softly, maybe a primitive version of the 
way many to come would knew him for. Spoke too softly, started & stopped 
too often.
 “Whether yearn for a coupling or a coin, the din of days is the tapping 
of a heart’s empty bowl for notice, for some token it can keep, some pittance 
will survive its miles, swathe its nights—”

felt how his cock felt entering her—the ones who tried to jack hammer her 
into crying out & how she didn’t, each man diminished into this, & the 
quick slice, & the bleeding out, & with each she was cleaner, & the landlady 
watched, on a monitor, each man who had paid her, sent to her from the 
hotel, its overflow, its too-demanding customers, its special cases with wallets 
thicker than any evil wish—

“No, Bowie, none of that”

Preacher had been appalled, beyond words, beyond anything. Bowie’s room 
was like a secret command central of monitors & audio equipment, easy to 
uncase for surveillance & to re-case into his few possessions. Still monitoring. 
Every moment in sound & vision.

“She’ll try to kill me too years from now.”
“Who?”
“The girl. The one they’re fucking in the landlady’s back room. When I finally 
take it all down, & free her, & send her to that man to be cleaned up. It will 
happen eventually. She’ll feel I took something from her worse than those 
men.”
“I don’t understand.”
“It doesn’t make sense. But, see, it does. We’ll meet years from now, when she 
finds me, literally becomes a spy to find me. She will approach me in a bar, 
as though casually. A rock club, one I will frequent then. I even have a lover, 
shit, more than a lover. Someone I feel for without a need for words. She will 
approach me one night, when I’m alone, when I’m restless, when I can’t stay, 
when I can’t fucking leave.”
Preacher nods. Whatever this is, it needs to be said.
“I would not recognize her. You. I don’t, at first. What I had stopped, those 
awful nights, I’d replaced, with other nights, the man who’d cleaned me. You 
left me with him, thinking I’d forget you eventually, the first man who was 
not paying to fuck me on film.
 “Here’s the thing. Any kind of life becomes what one knows, the worst 
of them. There were little things about that life, small things I liked, demands 
I made of my aunt, ways I came to more & more control what was going on. 
You felt I got purer as you surveilled, yet distrusted this truth, what a strange 
thought yet it came directly from your heart. It was truth. I fucked my way 
from victim to something else, I watched, I learned. These were businessmen, 
there were talking hours, I learned more as I went along, a question here & 
there. It was a familiar meal to a number of them, a trust between us. Did you 
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 Paused. Stopped. Damned stopped. Bowie listened.
 “There are old promises, Bowie. One uncompleted that we never 
forget. She will feel that you do not complete that promise & will thus hold 
against you. What promise will you make her, Bowie?”
 Bowie starts, does not say however. He knows.
 They were partway from the aunt’s house to the man in the room full 
of stuffed animals. Bowie was taking her there himself, then he was going to 
leave that city.
 “I won’t come with you, Bowie.”
 “No. Not yet. We will meet again sometime later.”
 They will sit somewhere together, a pause, a breath.
 What promise?
 “Do you love me?”
 “Will you come for me soon?”
 “Why can’t I stay with you?”
 “Take me somewhere & fuck me. You’ve wanted to every night you 
were watching. You don’t intend to deliver me to anyone. You’re going to ‘clean’ 
me with your own hard cock. Good. It’s what I want to. You took my life away 
from me & now I’m yours.”
 “Do you love me?”
 “Do you love me?”
 “Do you love me?”

* * *
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 There’s something I’m missing. I’m groping & realize it’s drugs. We 
were drugged & it’s still affecting us. Fear is wearing it off but slowly. Maybe 
when it’s gone they’ll return.
 It won’t help but I try to suss out where we are. There’s four of us, 
that makes sense. No escorts, that too. We’re in a room with no windows. It 
smells . . . clean. Anti-septic? I think I’m on the floor, a blanket under me, 
my wrist & ankle bonds bolted to the wall & floor. The others are restrained 
in the same way. We’re lined up; I suppose with a little light someone could 
stand in front of us, walk back & forth, consider our wares.
 I almost laugh. These three fake tits peroxide bimbos & me, the sci-fi 
nerd in a borrowed party dress.
 I hope it’s quick but I don’t think it will be. I don’t feel like I was 
fucked when I was out, so why would someone rush it now? I’m admiring 
him, or them, putting us side by side isn’t helping us team up; fuck no, every 
one of us is hoping he’ll use up the others & get exhausted.
 Him. Them. No, him. Boys share sometimes but not like this. He 
might have had help but we belong now to just one. He might let them have 
a taste but we’re his. We’re not gagged so he doesn’t care if we scream.
 I wonder what he’s like. I want to know his name. I hate him & I’m 
afraid of him, but not completely. I—
 “Hey, can you move?”
 “What?”
 “Can you move at all?”
 “No. I’m fucking chained like you.”
 “If we can move closer, maybe we can free each other.”
 “What the fuck are you talking about?”
 “Shhh. We’re trying to help.”
 “Who the fuck are any of you? This is what bitches like you bring on 
us.”
 “What the fuck?—”
 I start to lose it. “I was so fucking stupid to go with you! I mean a 
fucking retarded moron.”
 “What’s wrong with her?” 
 “With me? We’re fucking chained here with our cunts positioned to 
be fucked! Maybe this is your fun—”
 The yelling is actually good, it clears my head. Also, I was pissed. I also 
see, or hear, that they are terrified too, & they’re not unified. Every chained 
girl for herself.
 Even with a clear head, I don’t see an escape. Will he go down the 
row of us, so the others have to listen? I don’t think so, but I have no reason 

Part Six

“The bud
stands for all things,

even those things that don’t flower,
for everything flowers, from within, of self-blessing:

though sometimes it is necessary
to reteach a thing its loveliness,

to put a hand on its brow
of the flower

and retell it in words and in touch
it is lovely”

—Galway Kinnell,
“St. Francis and the Sow,” 1980.

It was the breathing of the others that brought me to, nobody was crying at 
first, just breathing, & I moved a little & felt the bindings. I panicked when 
I felt the air cool on my skin . . . on a lot of my skin. I think I was naked, or 
pretty close, & it was like my legs were parted & my knees bent. I swallowed 
my terror & tried to remember, breathed slow like it was my only hope to live 
five seconds more, tried to remember:
 Someone said: “God punishes sluts like these but he takes too long. 
We pick up the slack.”
 But then something else. There were always drunken hillbillies around, 
you just moved in numbers & they kept away. Most were too stupid.
 No, there were others & they hurt those hillbillies.
 What . . . what?
 There were others here with me. I try to adjust my eyes to the near 
dark to count. Three, maybe four. Of course, our dates aren’t here.
 The bindings don’t hurt but have no give to them. My wrists are held 
at each side of my head, my ankles are clasped too.
 A whisper: “Are you OK?”
 “No, I’m not fucking OK!” I say suddenly, brave a moment then 
realize I’m a fucking moron.
 The others shush me with panicked grunts.
 Time passes. Crying does no good. There’s nobody to beg with our 
tears. We don’t say anything.
 The worst thing is that these aren’t my friends. Whoever took us 
assumed that. We were all dressed alike, all in a bunch but I didn’t really belong. 
“I have a fucking brain!” I want to scream & don’t. My brain isn’t spread wide, 
is it?
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 It’s about power, Christina.
 Oh.
 Just be careful.
 What do I do?
 Remember that your power is not in how you look to others
 it’s in here (head)
 & here (belly)
 & here (heart)
 & here (loins)
 & here (hands)
 & here (feet)

When I hear his voice finally I think I am going to break down. It’s Kinley. 
Kinley!
 The one teacher who mattered to me in high school. The only one. Not 
because I fucked him—there were a couple of those but they didn’t matter—no, 
Kinley taught me.
 I thought about it. I decided either he was gay or I wasn’t smart enough 
for him. Maybe he just wasn’t into young pussy but shit they all were, even 
the women.
 Not Kinley. He was there to teach if he had to tolerate a full front row 
of miniskirted crotchless shaved beavers to do it.
 He was on a mission. Sometimes he seemed desperate for us to learn, 
or even one of us.
 I think it was me.
 Now I hear his voice & it hasn’t changed. I’m sure it’s him.
 I start to reassure the others then stop. Why is Kinley mixed up in 
this? I hear his voice but he’s tied up, not coming in here yet.
 I think. Kinley would say there’s no center to reach toward nor edge 
to fall off. I didn’t think he always believed this.
 Kinley, a sex maniac? Well, sure, maybe. But I don’t know.
 These others weren’t in my high school. They probably don’t know 
Kinley.
 Is this about me then? Was Kinley trying to get me & they got caught 
up in it?
 But why all this? Why tie us up & position us for fucking?
 Kinley. Fuck. What?
 
 Think. Think. Was he married? All those bathroom bitches knew shit 
like that. Maybe. Divorced? Separated?

to believe that. One think I know: he’ll do as he pleases when he wants to.
 I almost decide to sleep when there is a small noise. The others cry 
out, stifle their cries right away. I wait. I listen. I don’t think it’s him. 
 I don’t want a fucking minion. Some fucking shaved head who dragged 
us here & now gets his taste.
 My thoughts at this point don’t make any sense. I have no choice in 
any of this & I should be ready to beg and scream.

I think of Jazz & Ashleigh & the things they told me. I should be with 
them not these dumb fucking cunts.

It was in my childhood & I’ve never been sure it was a dream. A big house by water 
& a foot-bridge. A city skyline in the distance.
 There was a girl sometimes. Pretty, blonde with pink streaks. Her name 
was Maya but I called her something else. She called me Christina. This was 
before it changed of course.
 Thing is, about it being a dream or not, I didn’t live near a pretty 
house like that, or a stream, or a foot-bridge. There was a city but its skyline 
wasn’t like this one, which was like castles. Mine was modern, steel & glass.
 I was a lonely child, big glasses, chubby, shy, lived in my books & 
head. I didn’t care why Maya liked me. She did. She really did. She said I was 
a diamond in the rough. I liked that. I remembered that. I remembered when 
I started going to the gym on my own, learning to work out. There was money 
I had, so I paid a trainer nobody knew. Ha. Nobody knew how much training 
I got then.
 I remembered when my body was tight & I learned how to dress. Then 
I learned more than that. I never left my books entirely & I began seeing in 
high school how people began dividing among the brains & the bodies.
 So what the fuck am I here? It was a dare. A stupid dare. The kind 
Maya warned me about when I was still a diamond in the rough.
 She said pretty girls play the pretty game.
 What’s that?
 Who’s prettier?
 You!
 No, I don’t mean that, I mean they play games at who’s prettier. There are 
reasons for this.
 What reasons?
 Well, they think it’s for the boys, to win their attention.
 Oh.
 But it’s more.
 More.
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 Something. Not quite yes, not quite no. Think. Think.
 If Kinley wants to fuck me, that’s fine. Even tied up, even an audience. 
Fine. But the why is the part that bothers me. And I think I hear other voices. 
I don’t like to think of Kinley with partners. He moved free, back then, I could 
tell. Had worse shit to think about than popularity in the staff room.
 So much sex in that school. Maybe I knew it better than most because 
I moved around. Not sure how I eluded the slut tag, but it was my grades if 
nothing else. Maybe “secret slut.” Maybe I didn’t care.
 The teachers I did fuck didn’t know Kinley. One figure me out 
though.
 “You’ll do any dirty thing for me, won’t you, baby.”
 I nod wetly, wishing I could just snap off his nice prick from the useless 
rest.
 “Just so long as I don’t fret you calling me Kinley when you cum.” 
Laughs. Fucks me harder like a cock can make me forget his comment. It was 
like that.
 Then Kinley’s class. Came in & threw open the windows like he was 
choking.
 He taught different classes or with him it was one class but someone 
else would call it Science or History or Literature.

Same books. Every time. Huxley. Rilke. Rumi. Dickinson.

A noise. The girl next to me is crying.
“What?” I say annoyed.

“I’m scared.”
“Of what? Sex?”
“They’ll hurt me. I know what it’s like.”
“What’s it like?”
I don’t ask wanting to know or fucking caring. I’m trying to remember the 
dare—

“It’s getting breasts and a new step-daddy all in one year”
“Yah.” I hope that shows I don’t care.
“He’d get me good & drunk. I got so I’d do whatever he wanted if he started 
in right when I got home.”
“So you seen it all, huh.” A little humor maybe.
She starts crying again, like they stole her from Mother Superior’s own godly 
arms.
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“Go on what?”
“Take it. Rough, soft. You went to a lot of trouble.”
“No.”
“Yes.”
“We had different reasons.”
I nod. That makes sense.
“He’s out for awhile.”
“Bringing friends?”
“Maybe. We have to go.”
“What about us?” the others start going bat-shit when they see Kinley is 
untying me.
He looks at them. “I’ll tell you honestly. Get them all drunk, they’ll be in & 
out before you know it. Empty their wallets, call it a night.”

He & I leave like that. Just fucking like that.

We drive awhile, in silence. Am I supposed to care about those girls back there? 
I guess, but I’m thinking Kinley’s advice sounded good. Sooner or later enough 
liquor will put a man out & if you can give him one hard ride along his way, 
whatever you want is yours to take.

Fuck, ‘stina? Is this what I am now?

“Don’t worry.”
“Kinley, stop the fucking car.”
“Should I turn around?”
“No. Just stop.”
“OK.” He waits.

“Just tell me. What was all that for?”
“I told you. Different reasons.”
“Tell me yours.”
He’s silent. That deep silence before something that matters is said. I 

wait. I don’t even think of it as waiting.
“I never should have let you get away.”
“When?”
“Back then. I knew what you were.”
“What was I?” I say it & regret saying it simultaneously.
“Sorry.”
“It’s OK.”
“What would we have done?”

The dare. It was me & the least stupid one. I offered to help her study. She 
offered to teach me about guys. I accepted.

Now, Maya, why did I do that?
You’re lonely. You’d like a friend.
Yah.
You’re curious what another girl knows? Compare notes.
I nod.
Maya laughs.

Thing is, I could accept this as a bad night, or as a night when Kinley walked 
back into my life.
Not both. Fuck no. I don’t want to watch him with any of these things. And, 
fuck me if I don’t want to be watched with him. The only boy or man I cared 
about back then, partly because I couldn’t get him, but it was why. Not love 
for another woman, or man, or whatever.

Kinley had an idea & that was his goddess. If I could have gotten to it, put it 
on, jumped in his bed wearing this idea. But I couldn’t get what it was.

He didn’t seem to like it, or even want it always.

It’s one other with him, I’ve figured that much out. This situation is making 
me madder, & strangely jealous, more & more.

I start to doze. It’s dark. I don’t care. Then a voice.

“Why the X?”
“What?”
“Sh. Why the X?”
“Oh. I don’t know. Something different.”
“That’s it?”
I talk loudly now. “Look, my two loved ones growing up were a girl in my 
dreams who might have been real too, & a teacher who everyone but me thought 
was insane, & then he disappears. What the fuck, Kinley.”

The other girls scream but, with a word, silence. I don’t know what word, 
again.

“Go on.”
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 “Back then, I didn’t know. I didn’t realize that I was onto something. 
I cried for how I was off.”
 Global Wall pauses. His clan sits quietly, especially the youngest one. 
He starts to drift earlier in the day—
 but no—to the story—it’s what will bind these small-town blue-hairs 
to him—do more than strip their wallets—it will leave his stain on them—the 
virus of his words—
 “Many years ago, I was a poor young man. I was angry & bitter, far 
uglier than I looked. I allowed nothing close, just walked the streets of my city. 
My hair was unwashed & long. I stole nothing, ate little, slept in an invisible 
dimension down an alley, dreamed wars & apocalypse on planets I did not 
believe then were real—”
 He pauses. They are confused but rapt. Good. He continues.
 “There began to occur a man. More often. He neared me & I knew he 
did this & did not do it. That is to say, it was not wholly his conscious intention 
to do so. Those he travelled with filled out the intention, so to speak.
 “Eventually we sat together some afternoons, some evenings. He would 
often talk about needing to make a phone call. He was not asking for money. 
What he was, was uncertain. Needing to make the phone call kept him moving, 
one place to the next. They helped him in this way, those he travelled with.
 “Eventually he might relax, & begin to speak about other things, 
preach really, you could say.
 “‘Tis said the beast’s beneath the bricks,’ he told me one night, it was 
midnight, I was not happy to see him, he diverted me from my own matters 
some nights, better ones his & my businesses dovetailed rightly.
 “‘beneath the bricks,’ he partially repeated, ‘waiting night or distraction 
or an elixir’s flash of something hungry’—he paused, looked elsewhere which 
meant he was staring most intensely at me—‘Tis said the erotic coil’s tight & 
getting tighter, now what will make it burst?’ I’d heard these words before, in 
variation—‘tis said civilization’s built, trembling, on ruins & bones, breathes 
& drinks with ghosts.’

(Maya dreams of the dancing white bunny, the glowing white bunny, & here a 
possibility, a something, she’s been looking, that odd note in things, where dreams 
nudge in, the glowing white bunny dancing & dancing—there’s more, so much 
more—this dream a nibble, a stain, something other—a whisper of another 
way)

“He had to make his phone call & one time I went wrong on things & decided 
it was time—we’d sat at this place & I watched this laughing pink-cheeked 

“What we’re doing now. Without all this.”
“Why all this?”
“You couldn’t know. It had to be this way.”
“Why?”
“Look, it’s what it is. I want you to come with me now, tonight, we 

keep driving, eventually we get a different car, but we keep going. We stay 
together. That’s the one rule from now on.”

“What are we running from, Kinley? What about those girls?” I say 
that & realize we both know I don’t give a shit what happens to them. I want 
this too, whatever it is.

“I told you. They’ll be OK. Really, I don’t even know if anything at all 
will happen to them.” He’s drifting, not into sleep, but away from me.

I try to pull him back. “They seemed pretty lined up for 
consumption.”

He nods. He drives. Eventually I lean close to him, & his arm loosely 
encircles me. Yah, this is the guy I fall for, this is the one I end up with on a 
nice little thousand mile drive, just a pretty young girl & her beau—

there we went————————————————————————
——————

“You’re the missing piece in Preacher’s life”
 “He wasn’t Preacher back then”
 Bowie nods, motions Xtina to take a better hold of his hard prick. 
She does. Good girl.

iii. / xxiii. / xcviii.

 “Slow, Slower, Stall, Stop, OK. Stopped. Slow. Less slow. Slower stop. 
I look around & realize: from the shit of my youth, blazed through by the 
shine of music, the furious flow of want, I grew, & I am like a tree in that 
I bear branches in many directions, some great & reaching, with fruit with 
blooms—some withered, some black with old poisons—
 “But here I am, this strange tree of a man & how could it have been 
otherwise? How?
 “And the dull, sleeping faces in every direction? Instructed how & 
why, & little question in this, hardly enough response to call it a nod, an 
agreement.
 “I resist. I always have. Not because I ever wanted to. No, you see, 
something was off with me, from early on. I think of it like this: my soul 
smelled odd. Off.
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& hurry!)

I made him dial. Every last number. He was sweating, maybe he was crying 
now. But he dialed every number. I made sure. I listened to the phone ringing. 
The laughing girl & her companion had left. Her smell was easily washed out 
by grease.

The blue hairs are shocked & sad & want the finish. Too much for some of 
them, though who wants to admit such a thing?

“It rang. It rang. He slumped to the ground, I couldn’t keep him up. He hadn’t 
wanted to actually call. That’s what I learned as a stupid, arrogant young man 
who now knew he knew nothing of the world. He had not wanted to dial that 
number.”

There is crying but it’s hushed, there’s too much listening still. “Some things 
you keep that close so they won’t explode & kill you.”

(Dance like her, Maya, don’t just follow, dance like the white bunny with the pink 
nose! Dance & sniff as she does—dance & sniff—)

He remembers: she was first to his bed in the morning. It was almost by agreement 
among them. Global was . . . changing . . . sick? Maybe nothing. The agreement 
seemed to be the youngest would discover him best, it had always been easiest for 
her, & he loved them all helplessly, conflictedly, beyond any surrender—but the 
youngest—she could even follow him into dreams—he even let her—

What did Global Wall (the white bunny
dream could be a valid (knows something
question, deserts, violence, (she turns back
The youngest one follows (looks at Maya
in, fearlessly, she has (calmly she knows
never feared anything, (something! & Maya
the most dangerous man (has to follow her
is her companion, he (to find out, she
has begun lecturing again (has to keep dancing
to make sure she eats (but as the bunny
even as they keep moving (goes faster & faster
& what does he dream (hops faster & faster
is the question, it turns (Maya needs to hop

girl & thought about other worlds & other years & there was a smell in the 
air—”

he pauses—every blue hair in the room is breathless—even his girls—this is 
a new story—

“no—there were two smells—one was the slightly salty, slightly moist smell of 
that girl’s white panties—smell of youth, virginity, the wilds within

“the other was grease—grease for sale—in the form of bad, cheap food—

“I smelled both—it was like a damned choice—my friend started talking & 
for a moment I was distracted—

“He said tis expected, by many, this world of men will fall to a bomb—or rise 
to a returned god’s beauteous hour—

“I was sniffing deeper—into each smell—the fecund, pink tightness—the 
decaying rot—I saw two paths—right or wrong, I saw only two paths—

“My friend looked at me—really looked at me—maybe it was the first time, 
I don’t know—& he spoke again—

We do not know, Universe, 
our flesh hungers for each other, for light, for music,

M Y  G O D  J U S T  F U C K  H E R

for answers. We do not know, our hopes
cloak pretty on the beast’s shoulders, our fears

GODDAMNITFUCKHER

that the beast is all we really are”

There was a moment of silence. Then I dragged my friend to the payphone on 
the all next to the door. I dropped money in the coin slot. “Dial.”

(Maya, follow the white bunny, follow her dancing, I have often thought she is 
another way, something in this, I can’t say more than that, but take your manuscript 
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out he dreams of her (too, she is not
or someone who so (built like a bunny
resembles her that (but she adjusts
the youngest one is (she is kind of scrawny
able to work into (anyway so she
her dream-body, it (adjusts & follows
proves easy, this is (quickly along—
where Global is soft (& hopes they
est, so much ano (get there &
ther might have crushed (there explains
him but she does not (what she needs
she loves him most (faster & faster
becomes his closest need (no thought—hopping!

They see two white bunnies flash by—& she smiles at him—her blonde hair is 
only touched by a few blooms—she wears a long light blue skirt & one bracelet 
for jewelry—& sandals—this is so simple—he watches her—waiting for the bad 
word—half hears it unspoken—something in this—does he notice—does he feel the 
flinch in his heart—the girl she possesses—there is no subterfuge in her—Global 
understood this later—this dream has a sad tinge that echoes back from future 
better understanding—

“let’s follow” he startles her—this is new—this hadn’t happened before—& it had 
been one bunny every other time—he catches her hand before thinking about 
it—then she holds on when he shies—they run—they follow the white bunnies 
into the woods—deep into the white white woods—

* * * * * *
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Notes on Contributors                                   

Ric Amante lives in Melrose, Massachusetts. Scriptor Press published 
his Ferry Tales & Other Poems [http://www.scriptorpress.com/
raibooks/ferrytales.pdf ] in 1999.

Charile Beyer lives in Idaho. More of his excellent writings can be found 
online at:  http://www.therubyeye.blogspot.com.

Jim Burke III lived in Hartford, Connecticut until his death in 2011. 
Now he resides, literally, figuratively, and/or hopefully, amongst 
the stars.

Joe Ciccone lives in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. Scriptor Press 
published his poetry collection North of Jersey [http://www.
scriptorpress.com/raibooks/northofjersey.pdf ] in 2000.

Ralph H. Emerson lives in parts currently unknown. His linguistics 
essays are accumulating toward a Scriptor Press volume.

Judih Haggai lives at Kibbutz Nir Oz in Israel. Scriptor Press published 
her Spirit World Restless volume of poems in 2004. Her work can 
also be found online at: http://tribes.tribe.net/poetryjams.

Jeremy Kilar lives at Oak Ridge, New Jersey. More of his work can be 
found online at: http://catfishrivers.com.

                          

Martina Newberry lives in Palm Springs, California. More of her work 
can be found online at: http://rollwiththechanges.org.

Tom Sheehan lives in Saugus, Massachusetts. His poetry & other 
writings can be found many places online & in print.

Kassandra Soulard lives in Arlington, Massachusetts. She is responsible 
for most of the fine images in this volume.

Raymond Soulard, Jr. lives in Arlington, Massachusetts & is deeply 
grateful this volume is finished & in your view.

Zannemarie Lloyd Taylor lives north of Boston, Massachusetts. She hosts 
the excellent Out Loud Open Mic [http://outloudopenmike.
com] monthly in Melrose, Massachusetts.

* * * * * *
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